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WIDEBAND ACTIVE ANTENNA FOR

10kHz - 220 MHz
This design goes to show that low noise and substantial
amplification can go hand in hand in a single amplifier with
excellent wideband characteristics. Ideal for use with car
radios and communication receivers, or as an active probe for
a high-frequency sampling oscilloscope, the design presented
here is simple to build from a handful of components.

Design by J. Barendrecht

MOST wideband antenna amplifiers
are simply impedance converters

that provide some gain. The impedance of
a whip or telescopic rod antenna is rela-
tively high because these antennas are
short with respect to the wavelength of the
received signal. Obviously. this high im-
pedance needs to be transformed down to
50 Q or 75 Q to match the receiver input,
and that is why most wideband antenna
amplifiers 'begin' with an old faithful: the
J-FET based source folIower.
Now while a J-FET is a nearly ideal im-

pedance converter, its use in a wideband
active antcnna has tWQ major disadvan-
tages. First it has a relatively large input
capacitance (typicaJly 10 pP), which easily
creates a filter in combination with the
high antenna irnpedance. Secend. one of
the rules of good antenna amplifier design
is that the first active stage should provide
at least some amplification to ensure the
lowest overall noise figure of the design.
Unfortunately, this reguirement can not be

met by the source follower, because it
forms an attenuator, and so degrades the
overall noise figure considerably.

A different approach
Thus, at the input of a wideband antenna
amplifier we require a device that (1) has a
low input capacitance; (2) is capable of
very high frequency operanon at low
noise; (3) has a very high input imped-
ance; (4) can cope with high signal levels
without running into high intermodula-
tion figures; and (5) provides same gain.
That may seem a lot to ask from a single
active device, but fortunately a good com-
promise can be struck by using a dual-gare
MOSFET at the amplifier inpu t.
The amplifier discussed here is Olle of

the 'overall feedback' type, of which every
one of the three stages provides amplifica-
tion. Actually. it is a two-stage arnplifier
with an em.itter tollewer at the output.

As opposed to the J·PET source fol-
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the anten na booster and its phantom power supply.

lower, the MOSFET used here functions as
an amplifier, end has an input capacitance
of only 2 pF. As shown in the circuit dia-
gram, Fig. I, a BF981 is used.
The second stage is coupled direct to

the MOSFET drain. and is built around the
BF979 pnp UHF transistor. A medium-
power wideband cable TV driver transis-
tor Type 2N5109 (from Motorola) is used
in the emitter folIower stage.
Feedback is created by taking the emit-

ter signal of T3 back to the source of Tl, via
network R7-C4. Without feedback, the gain
of the amplifier lies between 15 dB and
20 dB (measured at an output impedance
of 50 Q). With the feedback parts fitted, the
gain starts to rise a little at about 100 MHz.
The increase amounts to about 2 dB to-
wards the end of the mobile comm unica-
tions sectton of the VHF band, at about
160 MHz. This effect is caused by the in-
creased phase shift at lower frequencies,
which result in a less effective feedback.
The amplifier is powered by a 12-V reg-

ulated supply via the down lead coax
cable. This so-ca lIed phantom supply is
shown separately in the circuit diagram. If
you are lucky, your receiver has a 12-V
power supply. in which case it Is conve-
niently used to power the antenna ampli-
fier. Tt should be noted that the
components in the phantom supply, i.e.,
the two connectors (K3 and K4), the choke
(U) and the decoupling capacitor (Cl) are
not fitted on the PCB.
The ind uctance of chokes LI and L2 de-

pends on the frequency that is of interest
to you. The highest inductance value,
4.7 mH, is used for VLF reception; the low-
est value, 470 ~H, for VHF/UHP recep-
tion. Finding the best value may require
some experimenting. In a11 cases, the d.c.
resistance of the chokes must be sm aller
than 10 Q.
The output of the amplifier is con-

nected to the phantom supply via BNC
connectors and a length of 50-75 Q coax
cable. Irrexpensive TV coax cable will be
adeguate for this application.
The current consumption of the an-

tenna amplifier is not more than 60 mA.

Construction and adjust-
ment
The amplifier is constructed on the sm all
single-sided printed circuit board shawn
in Fig. 2. Note that the dashed parts indi-
cated on the component overlay are fitted
at the track side of the board. The whip er
telescopic rod antenna is connected to the
amplifier input via a banana socket. The
antenna should not be longer than strictly
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
1 12kQ
1 220Q
2 150Q
1 lMQ
1 22kQ
2 56Q
1 25kQ preset H
1 50Q preset H

Capacitors:
1 47nF
1 10~F 16Vtantalum
2 100nF
1 10pF ceramic
1 330nF

Semiconductors:
1 BF981
1 BF979
1 2N5109

Inductor
1 choke 470~H to

4mH7 (see text)

R1
R2
R3;R8
R4
R5
R6;R7
P1
P2

C1
C2
C3;C6
C4
C5

T1
T2
T3

Miscellaneous:
1 Banana socket, insulated,

for chassis mounting,
receptacle dia. 2.6 mm
BNC socket
Printed circuit board

Phantom supply (not on PCB)
2 BNC socket K3;K4
1 330nF C7
1 choke 470~H to

4mH7 (see text) L2

L1

K1
K2
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WIDEBAND ACTJVE ANTENNA FOR 10 KHZ - 220 MHZ

Fig. 2. peB artwork for the project. Note that a number of components are fitted at the track
side of the board.

necessary - 30 to 50 cm is long enough in
most cases. The prototype used a bicycle
spoke cut to about 40 cm and secured to a
banana plug. When YOUfreception area is
'Infested' with hurn (e.g., from nearby
rnains wiring), the antenna should be cou-
pIed to the amplifier input via a lO-pF ca-
pacitor.
Ta ensure proper screening, the com-
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pleted printed circuit board is fitted in a
metal box.
The d.c. setting of the amplifier is de-

pendent on a number of factors, and may
require some experimenting for best re-
sults. In general, Pt and P2 should be ad-
justed for a voltage of 6-8 V at the emitter
of 13. When the amplifier is used for day-
time short-wave er medtum-weve recep-
tion, the best possible 5/N ratio is
required. Hence, preset Pt must be ad-
justed for a gate2-to-source voltage (Ug2-s)
of between 3 V and 6 V. The lowest voltage
that gives adequate reception of a weak
station should be used.
For night-time reception, a different sct-

ting is required to cope with the much
lugher signal levels. In that ease, we require
the smallest possible IM (inter-modulabon)
distortion, wh..ich can only be achieved by
passtng more current through the MOS-
FET, so that Ug2-s will be nearer 6 V than
with daytime reception. Adjust P1 for mini-
mum IM distortion when very strong sig-
nals are received. IM distortion will not
occur easily, and a good way to pick up ex-
tremely strong slgnals is to tune to the 21-
MHz band (14m) in the late evening hours.
or couple the amplifier input to a Iarge an-
tenna via a very small capacitance (a piece
of wire wound areund the 'outdoor an-
tenna' cable and connected to Kr will be ad-
equate). Remember, the amplifier input
forms a very high impedance, which does
not allow eoax cable to be connected.
Finally, the prototype of the amplifier

worked right up to 220MHz, at which fre-
queneya gain of 5 dB was achieved. •
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COMP,ONENTS LIST

Resistors:
1 12kn
1 220n
2 150n
1 1Mn
1 22kn
2 56n
1 25kn preset H
1 50n preset H

Capacitors:
1 47nF
1 10JlF16V tantalum
2 100nF
1 10pF ceramic
1 330hF

Semiconductors:
1 BF981
1 BF979
1 2N5109

lnductor
choke 470JlHto
4mH7 (see text)

R1
R2
R3;R8
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R5
R6;R7
P1
P2

C1
C2
C3;C6
C4
C5

T1
T2
T3

L1

Misceilaneous:
1 Banana socket, insulated,

for chassis mounting,
receptacle dia. 2.6 mm K1
BNC socket
Printed circl.litpoard

Phantom supply(not on PCB)
2 BNC socket K3;K4
1 330nF C7
1 choke 470JlHto

4mH7 (see . .L2

Fig. 2. peB artwork for the project. Note that a number of components are fitted at the track
side of the board.

necessary - 30 to 50 cm is lang enough in
most cases. The prototype used a bicycle
spoke cut to about 40 cm and secured to a
banana plug. When your reception area is
'infested' with hum (e.g., from nearby
mains wiring), the antenna should be cou-
pled to the amplifier input via a lO-pF ca-
pacitor.·
To ensure proper screening, the com-
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pleted printed circuit board is fitted in a
metal box. .
The d.c, setting of the amplifier is de-

pendent on a number of factors, and may
require some experimenting for best re-
sults. In general, PI and P2 should be ad-
jus ted for a voltage of 6-8 V at the emittet
of T3. Wheri the amplifier is used for day-
time short-wave or medium-wave recep-
tion, the best possible S/N ratio is
required, Hence, preset PI must be ad-
justed for a gate2-to-source voltage (Ug2-s)
of between 3 V and 6 V. The lowest voltage
that gives adequate reception of a weak
station should be used.
For night-time receptiori, a different set-

ting is required to cope with the much
higher signal levels. In that case, we require
the smallest possible IM (inter-modulation)
distortion, which can only be achieved by
passing more current through the MOS-
FET, so that Ug2-s will be nearer 6 V than
with daytiine reception. Adjust PI for mini-
mum IM distortion when very strong sig-
nals are received. IM distortion will not
occur easily, and a good way to pick up ex-
tremely strong signals is to tune to the 21-
MHz band (14 m) in the late evening hours,
or couple the amplifier input to a large an-
tenna via a very small capacitance (a piece
of wire wound around the 'outdoor an-
tenna' cable and connected to KI will be ad-
equate). Remember, the amplifier input
forms a very high impedance, which does
not allow coax cable to be connected,
Finally, the prototype of the amplifier

worked right up to 220 MHz, at which fre-
quency a gain of 5 dB was achieved. •



MAINS SEQUENCER
Design by T.Giesberts

When a group 01mains-operated electrical or electronic
appliances is switched on simultaneously, it may very weil

happen that the mains 1use(s) blow or the circuit-breakers cut
out. This is caused by the peak currents that 110wat switch-on,
which can be many times larger than the nominal current. A

circuit is described that obviates such an unwelcome happening.

WHEN an electrical or electronic appa-
ratus is switched 011, a peak current

much larger than the nominal one flows, par-
ticularly in the case of motors and trans-
formers. 1f a group of such equipment is
switched on at thesame time, it is quite likely
that the relevant fuse in the consumer unit
or distribution board gives up the ghost.
Modem circui t breakers reacteven more quickly
to peak currents than fuses. The load already
connected to the consumer unit or distribu-
tion board must, of course, also be taken
into account. The circuit proposed here ob-
viates that risk by switching on the units in
a group in a predetermined order at inter-
vals of one second.
The circuit does more than [ust spreading

the switch-on times. H also has a facility that
enables determining the switch-on instant
with respect to the zero (voltage) crossing of
the mains supply The zero (voltage) cr05S-
ing isjust abou t the most unfa vourable instant
for switching inductive loads if it comes to
preventing high peak currents. Assuming a
pure inductance, voltage and current are 90°
out of phase. so that the zero crossing occurs
at the instant when the current is maximum.
If the appliance isswitched on at the zero (volt-
age) crossing. the current will be extra large
because it has a tendency to make up for the
lag. Jf it is switched on at maximum voltage,
however, the current will alm ost immediatel y
assume its nominal value-see Fig. 1. Ln the
upper half of the figure, the appliance is
swi tched on at the zero (vol tage) crossing. The
current is then initiaLly 'Hfted' weH above
the base Iine, after which itdrops backslowly
until equilibrium Is reached. In this theoreti-
caJ case, the current at switch-on has about
twice the nominal value. In the bottom half,
equilibrium is reached immediately, because
the appliance is switched on at maximum vol t-
age. In practice, of course, the correct switch-
on moment willlie somewhere between the
zero crossing and maximum voltage. Two
examples will illustrate the point.

L A problem occurs when iron-cored trans-
formersand inductorsareswitched on. The
core will ha ve to become magnetized be-
fore it functions properly. That means that
at switch-on the impedance is determined
mainly by the primary winding. This may
vary from a few ohms to several hundreds

B0 120
Tirne in rnS

1.00
0.60

'"0.20 z;

-.20 ~
-.60

-1.00

1.00
0.60 zr;

0.20 z;

-.20 ~
-.60

-1.00
15. 200
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Fig. 1. When a sinusoidal voltage ac ross an inductance is switched on, the phase
angle at which this happens determines the level 01 the peak current through the in-
ductance.

of ohms, depending on the nominal rat-
ing of the transformer. For instance, the
impedance of a 300 VA toroidal trans-
former is 2-3 0:, which could result in a
peak current at switch-on of about 100 A.
A1though that current is limited to some
extentby the mainssupply, in practice, peek
eurrents of 60 A can nevertheless arlse.

2. Another problem aceurs when inductors
are switched off and then on again. Owing
to residual magnetism, the core may have
a weak magnetie Held be fore switch-on.
Whenswitch-on occurs 90° after azero (volt-
age) crossing. a large current will result. It
is, therefore, better to ensure that no mag-
netic field exists just prior to switch-on.

In the proposed circuit, the instantof switch-
on can be preset to enable the user to choose
the best (or rather, the least bad) moment for
the particular appliance(s).

Circuit description
Although the design can handle four out-
puts drawing a current of 5 A each, in the
UKitis best to limit this to3-4 A each, because

the maximurrt rating of the fuse in the usual
ring mains plug is 15 A. That means loads of
800-1000 W per output.
The ±5 V for the circuit is provided by a

srnall powersection that uses regulators Type
7805 and 7905. The Iransformer specified in
the parts list is short-circuit-proof so that a
fuse is not needed.
There is no on/ off switch, because that

would have to be rated at 20 A, which is not
a standard part.Insread, Dg indicates whether
the unit is plugged into the mains or not.
This diode and its bias resistor, R39' form a
minimurrt load for the positive voltage regu-
lator, while R40 provides the same function
for the negative voltage regulator. This ar-
rangement m.eans that the regulators always
deli ver at least a small current, so that regu-
lation is ensured. If no, or only a nny, CUf-
rent flows, the output voltage tends to rise
to the level of the input voltage.
The zero (voltage crossing) is determined

by leu a sort of comparator with a small hys-
teresis. Its output is a squarc-wave voJtage
that is in phese with the mains voltage. The
hysteresis can be set with P1 to a value where
the trailing edge of the square-wave voltage
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MAINS SEQUENCER
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the mains sequencer.
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POWER SUPPLlES & BATTERY CHARGERS

PARTSLlST

Resistors:
RL R3 ~ 22 MO
R2, RI4 =47 ill
R4--R7, RI2 = 100 kQ
R8= 10MO
R9-RII. R17, R23, R29. R35 ~ 10 kO
RI3=IMO
R15. R21. R27, R33 = 1.5 MO
R16, R22, R28, R34. R40 = 1 kQ
R18, RI9,R24. R25, R30, R31, R36, R37
=680

R20, R26. R32, R38 = 100 0
R39 ~ 2200

Capacitors:
CI. C2, C4. C7, C8, C17-C21 = IOOnF
C3. CS, C6 = 10 nF
C9. Cl I, C13, CIS = 680 nF
CIO, C12, C14, CI6 = 47 nE 630 V
C22, C24 ~ 1000 ItF, 25 V, radial
C23, C25 = I0 ~, 40 V, radial

Sernlccnduetcrs:
Dl-D4 = LED, high efficiency"
D5 = LED*
BI = BYI64
,TI, T3, TS, T7 = BC550C
TI, T4, T6. T8 = BC560C
JCl =CAJI60
lC2 = TLC27 I
lC3 = 4538
IC4= 74HCI4
lC5-IC7 = 74HC74
lCg = 74HC431(i
IC9 = 7805
IClO = 7905
Tril-Tri4 = TIC263M

* Useonly with approved insulated holder.

MisceUaneous:
KI-K4 =2-way terminal bleck, 7.5 mm pitch
SI::;::single-pole mains switch
Tri;::; mains transformer; 2x9 V. 3.3 VA

secondary (e.g. Mcnacor VTR3209)
FI-F4 = fuse, 5 A
4 fuse holders for PCVß mounting
2 heavy-duty mains terminals for screwing
on lOPCB
4 hcat sinks for Tn t-Tna, 5 KJW (e.g,
Fischer SK129, availab1efrom Dau,
Bamham. Sussex,
Telephone 0243 553 031)
4 Mains outlet chassis socket
1 rnains inlet chassis plug
5 insulated LED holders
4 LED lenses, red
I LED lens, green
1 enclosure (e.g .. LC860 from Telet)
1 PCB Type 920013 (see page 70)

Fig.3. Printed cireuit board tor the mains sequencer.
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MAINS SEQUENCER

coincides exactly with the zero crossing at
the start of a positive half cycle of the mains
voltage.
The hysteresis, in conjunction with filter

RrC3, ensures that TC2is virtually not affected
by noise on the mains.
The trailing edge of the output signal of

1C2triggers tWQ rnonostables, rC3a and IC3b,
which, respectively, determine the switch-on
and switch-off moment relative to the zero
(voltage)crossing. The mono times may be set
between 0.1 ms and 10 ms, which, in practi-
cal terms, means between a mirtute part of a
period and a half period.
The sequential switching of the loads is

effected by bistables JCs" JCSb, JC", and
IC6b' In the following, it is assumed that Sl is
dosed and lC7a reset. The bistables are chain-
linked via an Re network and a Schmitt trig-
ger (inverter thatensuresa 1second delay be-
tween their being switched. Bistable ICsa is
the first in the chain. When it is switched on,
the D-input of ICSb goes high; when this
bistable is c1ocked, its Q output goes high
and the associated cutpur is switched on. At
the same time, the D input of IC6a goes high.
The dock is provided by IC3a, wh ich, as we
have seen, is triggered at a zero (voltage)
crossingaftereveryperiod. The four bistables
are not c1ocked, however, until the mono
time of 1C3ahas elapsed. In other words, set-
ting the pulse width also determines the delay
between the zero crossing and the switch-on
instant.
Switching off the outputs may be effected

in two ways. The first is via IC3b, IC7a and
51. This action is similar to that at switch-on:
1C3bdocks IC7a in step with the mains volt-
age, so that the switch-off instant can also be
set relative to the zero crossing. When Sl is
opened, the D inputof IC7agoes low via IC40
which causes the bistable to be reset. This re-
sults in the resetting of bistables rCSa, ICSb,
IC6a and 1C6b,so that all outputs are switched
off A power-up reset is arranged by le7ain
conjunction with filter R13--Cg.
The second way of switching off the out-

puts is by closing a switch between A and B,
in which case the switching off is sequential.
The stgnals at the Q outputs of ICs" JCSb,

IC6a and IC6b indicate whether an output is
on or off. This can be made visible by con-
necting an LED to each of these pins.
Unfortunately, these signals cannot be

used directly to drive the gates of the triacs.
This is because. if the mains has a polarity
relative to ground different from that of the
gate voltage, part of the gate current will not
flow directly to ground, but via the load and
the mains. That means that a small direct
current will flow through the load, to which
mains transformers react adversely.
The design of the sequencer ensures that

thegatecurrentalwaysflowsdirectly toground.
The output signal of IC1 indicates the polar-
ity of the mains relative to ground. This sig-
nal Is fed to four 'output stages', Tr-Ta- via
four analogue CMOS switches contained in
TC3and controlled by JCs" lCSb, lC" and
lC'b. Depending on the output signal of !Cl,
each of the ou tput stages drives the associa ted
gate with a current of ±50 mA. A switched-
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on triac is, therefore. driven constantly via
its gate, so that it remains Oll. This design
has the advantage over pulse-driving the
gate that not only ohmic, but also reactive,
loads can be switched without any prob-
lems.

Construction
It must be borne in mind at all tim es th at
the entire circuit is e1ectrically connected to
the tnains supply. As long as the circuit hos
Hot beeil built into a suitable encloenre, 110
nuuns should be supplied to it or, if it is Jor
test purposes, extreme cere should be taken
Hot to tauch the circuit ioith your bare hands
or non-insul ated tools.
Furthermore. underno circumetances must:

the grOll1ld 0/ the sequencer be connecten to
earth (mains or otherunse).

Populating the ready-made printed-circuit
board should present no problems. Although
the triacs may be mounted uninsulated on
to the heat sinks, it is better to use an insu-
lating washer to keep the heat sinks free of
mains voltage (but not safel). Note also that
the LEDsshould be fitted in holders as spec-
ified in theparts list.because a bare' LEDdoes
not meet safety requirements.
00 not use screws thicker than 4m!TI(4BA)

to prevent them getting too elose to voltage-
carrying parts of the board.
Fix the board withfive screws: the fifth is

essential at the centre of the board in view of
the length of the board and the weight of the
heat sinks.
Fit the board on to 10 mm (13/32 in) long

insulated {man-made fibre) spacers (metal
ones rrught come too close to voltage-carry-
ing parts, which would make protruding
screws unsafe).
Keep conducting parts of the enelosure

(alsoany metal partsofa man-made fibreone)
thatcan be touched from theoutside wellaway
(at least 3 mm-1/8 in- preferably 10 mm-
13/32 in) from voltage-carrying parts of the
board.
When you link two boards, make abso-

lutely sure that the mains connections are
not interchanged, since the neutralline is
connected to ground.
When choosing an enclosure, make sure

that the ventilation holes are not larger than
5 mm (3/16 in), but preferably 3 mm (1/8 in).

Any metal parts of the enclosure that can
be touched should be connected to rnains
earth.
The insulation of switch 51must conform

to the relevant safety regulations for mains-
operaring switches. •
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MAINS SEQUENCER

coincides exactly with the zero crossing at
the start of a positive half cyde of the mains
voltage.
The hysteresis, in conjunction with filter

R3-C3,ensures that IC2is virtually not affected
by noise on the mains.
The trailing edge of the output signal of

IC2 triggers two monostables, IC3aand IC3b,
which, respectively, determine the switch-on
and switch-off moment relative to the zero
(voltage) crossing. The mono times may be set
between 0.1 ms and 10 ms, which, in practi-
cal terms, means between a minute part of a
period and a half period.
The sequential switching of the loads is

effected by bistables ICsa, ICSb, IC6a, and .
IC6b.In the following, it is assumed that 51 is
dosed and IC7areset. The bistables are chain-
linked via an RCnetwork and a Schmitt trig-
ger /inverter that ensures a1second delay be-
tween their being switched. Bistable ICSa is
the first in the chain. When it is switched on,
the D-input of ICSb goes high; when this
bistable is clocked, its Q output goes high
and the associated output is switched on. At
the same time, the 0 input of IC6agoes high.
The dock is provided by IC3a,which, as we
have seen, is triggered at a zero (voltage)
crossing after every period. The four bistables
are not clocked, however, until the mono
time·of IC3ahas elapsed. In other words, set-
ting the pulse width also determines the delay
between the zero crossing and the switch-on
instant.
5witching off the outputs may be effected

in two ways. The first is via IC3b, IC7a and
51.This action is similar to that at switch-on:
IC3bdocks IC7a in step with the mains volt-
age, so that the switch-off instant can also be
set relative to the zero crossing. When 51 is
opened, the 0 input of IC7a$oes low via IC40
which causes the bistable to be reset. This re- -,
sults in the resetting of bistables ICsa, ICSb,
IC6aand IC6b,so that all outputs are switched
off. A power-up reset is arranged by IC7a in
conjunction with filter R13-CS'
The second way of switching off the out-

puts is by dosing a switch between A and B,
in wh ich case the switching off is sequential.
The signals at the Q outputs of ICsa, ICSb,

IC6a and IC6b indicate whether an output is
on or off. This can be made visible by con-
necting an LED to each of these pins.
Unfortunately, these signals cannot be

used directly to drive the gates of the triacs.
This is because, if the mains has a polarity
relative to ground different from that of the
gate voltage, part of the gate current will not
flow directly to ground, but via the load and
the mains. That means that a small direct
current will flow through the load, to which
mains trans formers react adversely.
The design of the sequencer ensures that

thegatecurrentalwaysflowsdirectlytoground.
The output signal of IC1 indicates the polar-
ity of the mains relative to ground. This sig-
nal is fed to four 'output stages', T1-Ts, via
four analogue CM05 switches contained in
IC3 and controlled by ICsa, ICSb, IC6a and
IC6b.Depending on the output signal of IC1,
each of the output stages drives the associated
gate with a current of ±50·mA. A switched-
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STRlCTLY speaking, the converter described
so far does not need switching legte, since

it can simply be connected direct to a CD
player. However, developments in digital
audio equipment make it a wise decision to
fit the converter with the input/output se-
lector circuit described in thls final part of
the article. This circuit enables the selection
of one of four different digital input signals.
Moreover, a tepe out facility makes it possi-
ble to connect one of the four inputs to a dig-
ital recorder, while one of the other three can
be listened to at the same time. All Inputs
and outputs can be linked ro either coaxial
or optical lines. The inputs are selected with
key switches. Faur more of these switches
facilitate the looping of one of the inputs to
the tape record output. The selected source
and record Inputs, as weil as the various set-
tings of the converter, are indicated on the
front panel-see Fig. 18.

Circuit description
The circuit will be described with reference
tochannel1: the designoftheother threechan-
nels is identical-see Fig. 16.
The coaxial input is terminated into a 75 Q

resistor, RI. The bi-phase signal is fed via Cl
and R2 to inverter IC1ar which operates as an
amplifier. Capaeiter C31 suppresses any ten-
dencyof thegate tooscillate. Feedbackresistor
R3 enables an amplification of x6 to be ob-
tained, so that the output of the inverter is
about 3 Vpp. Note that the design of the cir-
cuit is identical to that of the input circuit in
Fig. 5 (in Part 1).
The level of the output of ICla~ which is

applied to lCIb, is exactly half-way between
that of the supply voltage and earth. This
enables lClb to produce rectangular signals
with minimal displacement of the transitions
(edges) of the signal. This is important for
anoptimum reconstruction of theoriginal dig-
ital signal.
The signal is then applied to three-state

buffer IC3b, which processes it if switch 51 is
open. lf SI Is closed, IC3b is off and buffer
IC3a, which is fed with the signal from the
optical input circuit, IC9, is on.
The three-state buffers arefollowed by two

more buffers, lCSd and IC6d, which are oper-
ated by the key-switch logic. In that way it is
determined which of the Input stgnals drives
the converter (fC5d) or the tape output (fC6d).
The optical Input consists of a receive

diode and a components contained in a small
plastic module ca lied a Toslink (named after
its manufacturer, Toshiba). Externally, thecir-
cuit, whose outpur is TIL compatible, only
needs a power Une decoupler, here consist-
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Toslinks

The TORX173 and TOTX173
devices are available from
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England
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ing of L1 and C2.
The tape output, too, is coaxial or optical,

the latter again with the aid of a Toslink.
Here, this circuit extemally needs two resistors,
R21 and Rn! arid a capacitor, en- The coaxial
output needs to be isoJated (to ensure that
no earth loop can arise via the ground line
of the digitalconnection) and this is achieved
by a small transformer, TrI_ In the CD player
a special Philips transformet was used, but
here a wind-it-yourself type is used-how it
is made is described later. Note al ready, how-
ever, that its bandwidth is far greater (at least
in our prototype) than that of any ready-
made type that was tried.
The switching stgnals are provided by

two identical circuits, Je141 whichdetermines
which signal is applied to the converter, and
TC15, which ensures that one of the input sig-
nals is applied to the tape output. Only the
circuit based on ICH will be described.
Four key-switches, 55-58' are connected

to the inputs of the circuit, a BCD-to-deci-
mal decoder. When a key-switch is opera ted,
the associated input becomes logic high. The
decoder translates this into the relevant dec-
imal level to ren der the appropriate output
high (input A is associated with output Oi.
pin 14; input B with output Q2, pin 2 and so
on).
The outputs are fed back to the inputs via

diodes 0}-04 to ensure that an output remains
high when the relevant key-switch is released.
The outputs areconnected to LEOs that in-

dieate whieh outpur is active.
Of the four capacitors C20--C23, only that

in the outpur associated with the input se-
lected on power-up is used.
In the same way, only one of capacitors

C24--CZ7 in the tape select circuit ls needed.
Gates Ie? and le8 serve to show the user

(on the front panel) which type of input (op-
tieal or coaxial ) is in use with the selected
source and record signal. Ta this end, each
ga te is eonnected wi th the control input of olle
of the three-state buffers and with one of the
selectorswitches, 51-58. \Nhenagiven source
or record input is seleeted, 022 or 023 indi-
eates whether a coaxial (LEO out) or opncal
connection (LEDon) is in use with that input.
Five more LEDs at the front panel indi-

cate which of the three sampling frequen-
eies is bemg used, whether the deemphasis
correction is on, and when there is an error
in the digital transmission chain.
Audio output connectors K6 and K7 are

shown separately Oll the diagram. because
they are housed on a discrete small Pr.B.
Resistor R29 is for use only if earth loops
oeeur between the left-hand and right-hand
channels. Its value(anywhere between a short
eircuit and a few ohms) must be determined
empirically. If as should be expected, there
are no earth loops, R29 is simply omitted.
Also shown by itself is the optical output

based on JC 16, wh ich too is housed on a sep-
arate small peB. This board is really intended
for installation in the CD player (the output
board of the player already has provision-
in the shape of three solder pins-for re-
ceiving it).

---.

Fig. 17. Printed-circuit board for the input/output selector (continued on pages 25
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Construction
The printed-circuit board in Eig. 17 should
be snapped into four along the relevant seams.
The resulting parts are: the busboard with
the digital inputs and outputs, the switching
board, the analogue output board, and the
board for the optical output of the CD player.
The analogue board is not needed if insu-
lated audio sockets are used at the rear panel
of the converter, and a number of users will
not want the optical output for theCD player.
Before buying any LEDs, note that some

of them alreay appeared on the mother board
(see Fig. 15 in Part 2).
The care for TCl (see inset at bottom right

of Fig. 16) must be as indicated in the parts
list or the transformer will not per form sat-
isfactorily. Close-wind 25 turns of 1 mmä
enamelled copper wire on to the core. Then
wind five turns of the same type of copper
wire over a width of about 5 mm Ph6 in)
overoneend of theprimary 25 turns. Thenum-
bers at the terminals correspond with num-
bers on the PCB.
Capaci tors C" C4, C6, and CS, are SMD (sur-

face mount design) types that rnust be sol-
dered at the track side of the board beneath
the Toslinks.
The key-switches should preferably be

types with integral LEDs, but this is, ofcourse,
not essen tial.
The switching board and the busboard

are linked by a short length of 16-core flatca-
ble; normally a length of 30 cm (12 in) will
suffice, butthisdoes, ofcourse, depend on the
way the boards are fitted in theenclosure. This
cable Is fitted to the switching board via a
flatcable connector with solder tags, while
its other end is terminated into a connector
thatmates with the 16-way header on the bus-
board.
How everything should be insta11ed into

the 19-inch enclosure and what connections
are necessary are shown in Fig. 18. Mount
the switching board directly behind the front
panel. Note the central fixing hole, which is
provided to prevent the board bending un-
duly when the keys are pressed. Run the flat-
cable under the board to the rear of the en-
closure.
Fit the busboard to the rear panel of the

enclosure to ensure that a11plugs and sock-
ets are easily accessible. The rear panel may
be given individual holes for the various
connectors or a common rectangular slot.
Mount a small slide switch above each audio
connector /Toslink combination in such a
way that, when open, it points in the direc-
tion of the audio connector. It is, of course,
not mandatory to fit the Toslinks.
Mount the two transformers at the left of

the enclosure and the power supply board
roughly at the centre immediately adjacent
to the transformers-see photo on page 2l.
Fit the busboard at the extreme nghr of

the enclosure in such a way that the ana-
logue outpur board can just be mounted be-
hind it. It is advisable to screen the left-hand
side of the busboard with a small piece of tin
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platerunning from the rearpanel to the power
supply connections, thatis, only alongtheana-
logue section of the board.
Firstconnectthepower lines to the boards

and then the signal cables. For the mains
inlet use a fused type. When a11connections
aremadeasshowninFig.18, youshouJdhave
a correctly working converter. •

PARTS LIST

Resistors:
R1, R5, R9, Rl3, R20 = 75 Q
R2, R6, RIO. R14 = 100 Q
R3, R7, Rll, R 15 = 10 kQ
R4, R8, RU, RI6 = 47 kQ
R17, RI8 = 820Q
R19 = 220 Q
R21 = 8.2 kQ
R22=4.7Q
R23-R28 = 10 Q
R29 = see text
R30, R36 = IkQ
R3L-R34, R37-R40 = 1MQ
R3S, R41 = 470 Q

Capaeiters.
Cl, C3, CS, C7, C9, Cll = 100 nF,
ceramic

C2, C4, C6, C8 = 100 .nF, SMD
CIO, C12-CI9 = 47 uF, ceramic
C2O-C29 = 100 nF (see text)
C31-034 ='39 pF, SMD

Inductors:
LJ-L4 = 47 !lH

Semiconductors:
DI-D8 =lN4148
D9-D 16 = LED (in 55-S 12?)
D17,D21-D23 =LED, 3 mm.red"
D18, D20 = LED, 3 mm. yellow*
DI9 = LED, 3 rnm, green*
ICI, IC2 =74HCU04
TC3-TC6 = 74HCI26
1C7, rC8 = 74HC03
IC9-ICI2 = TORXI73
ICI3 = TOTXI73
ICI4, ICIS = 74HCV4028

MisceUaneous:
KI-K7 = audio sockel bus for PCß
K8 = Iö-way header
.K9 = 16-way t1atcable conneetor for

PCB rnounting
S I-S4 = mini slide switch, I make
55-S 12 = key switch. 1 make
Tri = see text (core = LAB G2-3FTJ2)
PCß Type 920063-3
Front panel foil Type 920063-F

Optlonal (for optical output):
R42=4.7 Q
R43 = 8.2 kQ
C30 = lOOnF, ceramie
TCJ6 =TOTXI73

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS OCTOBER 1992
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\

Fig. 18. Wiring and inlerconnecling diagram of Ihe enlire converler, and Ihe suggesled front panel (scaled down 10half size).
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Construction
The printed-circuit board in Fig. 17 should
be snapped into four along the relevantseams.
The resulting parts are: the busboard with
the digital inputs and outputs, the switching
board, the analogue output board, and the
board for the optical output of the CD player.
The analogue board is not needed if insu-
lated audio sockets are used at the rear panel
of the converter, and a number of users will
not want the optical output for the CDplayer.
Before buying any LEDs, note that some

of them alreay appeared on the mother board
(see Fig. 15 in Part 2).
The core for TrI (see inset at bottom right

of Fig. 16) must be as indicated in the parts
list or the trans former will not perform sat-
isfactorily. Close-wind 25 turns of 1 mm2
enamelled copper wire on to the core. Then
wind five turns of the same type of copper
wire over a width of about 5 mm (31t6 in)
over one end of the primary 25turns. The num-
bers at the terminals correspond with num-
bers on the PCB.
Capacitors Cj, C4, C6, and Cs,areSMD(sur-

face mount design) types that must be sol-
dered at the trackside of the board beneath
the Toslinks.
The key-switches should preferably be

types with integral LEDs,butthis is,ofcourse;
not essential.
The switching board and the busboard·

are linked by a short length of 16-core flatca-
ble; normally a length of 30 cm (12 in) will
suffice,but this does, ofcourse, depend on the
way the boards are fitted in the enclosure. This
cable is fitted to the switching board via a-
flatcable connector with solder tags, while
its other end is terminated into a connector
thatmates with the 16-wayheaderon the bus-
board.
How everything should be installed into

the 19-inch enclosure and what connections
are necessary are shown in Fig. 18. Mount
the switching board directly behind the front
panel. Note the central fixing hole, whichis
provided to prevent the board bending un-
duly when the keys are pressed. Run the flat-
cable under the board to the rear of the en-
closure.
Fit the busboard to the rear panel of the

enclosure to ensure that all plugs and sock-
ets are easily accessible. The rear panel may
be given individual holes for the various
connectors or a common rectangular slot.
Mount a small slide switch above each audio
connector /Toslink combination in such a
way that, when open, it points in the direc-
tion of the audio connector. It is, of course,
not mandatory to fit the Toslinks.
Mount the two transformers at the left of

the enclosure and the power supply board
roughly at the centre immediately adjacent
to the transformers-see photo on page 21.
Fit the busboard at the extreme right of

the enclosure in such a way that the ana-
logue output board can just be mounted be-
hind it. It is advisable to screen the left-hand
side of the busboard with a small piece of tin
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plate running from the rear panel to thepower
supply connections, thatis, only along the ana-
logue section of the board.
First connect the power lines to the boards

and then the signal cables. For the mains
inlet use a fused type. When all connections
are made as shown inFig. 18,you should have
a correctly working converter. •
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FLASH EPROMS
by T. Scherer

For years nothing much happened in the field of nonvolatile
read/write memory components until the EEPROM (Electrically
Erasable and Programmable Read Only Memory), followed
within a short time by the Flash EPROM, came along. The
EEPROM has (not yet) lived up to its early promise, but the
Flash EPROM has made a more auspicious start. Already,

within two years of its commercial introduction, these devices
are readily available and have been used in some commercial
equipment. Chip manufacturers say (and, no doubt, hope)

that the Flash EPROM has a promising future.

IFyou have followed the fortunes 01' the
world 's giant semiconductor manufacrurers

aver the past few years, you will know timt,
becausecompetition in the chip rnarkcts is
fierce and price wars are rife, the manufac-
ture of memory chips is profitable only if
gigantic quantities are produced. The manu-
facturerwho is the first to develop a new rech-
nique and who will, therefore, be the first to
bring a new generation of chips on the mar-
ket has a decided advantage.
Currently, this intense rivalry is particu-

larly noticeable in the market for dynamic
RAMs (or DRAMs). These devices occupy
the largest sec tor of the market. Sinee their
structure is fairly simple, new techniques
ean be readily applied to them.
Processors also have a large share of the

rnarket, but they have been handled differ-
ently for a long time. Manufacturers ofthese
devices created so-called industry standards
that have given them a virtual rnonopoly
for most of the 1980s. However, this easy
setup has recently started to show signs of
movement. intel processors are now being
cloned or produced under licence (Harris,
AMD, Sun). The most exciting develop-
ment in the pastI8 months was undoubt-
edly the Apple-IBM eooperative setup that

will ensure a rnuch larger Future market
share for IBM processors.
Whathasall this todowith Flash EPROMs

you may ask. As we have seen, all semicon-
ductor manufacturers are under pressure.
The market ForDRAMs is nearing saturation,
that for processors is hard to penetrate and it
offers only small niches for all other types
of chip. Now, as everyone knows, all com-
puters contain at least one ROM or EPROM.
However, since the market for cornputers
expands (at present) only slowly, no for-
tunescan be made (any more) with these mern-
ory chips. Furthermore. the techniques for
produeing current ROMs or EPROMs are not
really suitablefor furtherdevelopment However,
Flash EPROMs with their different proper-
ties have given manufacturers (and users) new
opportunities.

A comparison
The fact that Flash EPROMs are electrically
erasable alone does not make these devices
attractive. After all, EEPROMs are also elec-
trically erasable. The important advant.ages
of Flash EPROMs over the current erasable
memory chips, summarized in Table 1, are
as fallows.

Table 1. Camparisan of the various properties of erasable memory cells.

EPROM Flash EPROM EEPROM

relative size of cell 1 1.2-1.3 about3
programming by external means internal internal
technique hot electron injection hot electron injection tunnel effect
voltage 12.5 V 12 V 5V
resolution byte byte byte
time taken <100J.ls <10 us 5 ms
erasing by external means internal internal
technique ultravioletlight tunnel effect tunnel effect
voltage 12.5 V 12 V 5V
resolution whole chip whole chip or block byte
time taken 15 min 1 s 5 ms

There is first of all the relative size of
the mernory cel (transistor) for one bit; this
is an important facror, since the density ofthe
chip, that is, bits per unit area, deterrnines
the quantity price of the memory. lf the area
occupied by one cell in a standard EPROM
is taken as unity, that in a Flash EPROM is
1.2-1.3, and in an EEPROM about3. Assuming
equal production quantities, that would make
the Flash EPROM 20-30% dearer than the
standard EPROM. The EEPROM, particu-
larly since its production quantities are much
smaller, is much more expensive than these
two. At the time of writing (spring 1992),
the priee of a I Mbit Flash EPROM, in quan-
tities of 1000, is f10-f12 each, while that
of Intel's 8 Mbit Flash EPROMs (which
they call Flashf ile" memories-Type
28F008SA) in quantities of 10000 varies
from E18 for the 120 IlS version to f24 for
the 85 ns version. Those prices are expected
to come down rapidly over the next 12-18
months as more players enter the field.
Anather aspect of chip density is that with

current 1 /lITI technology only a certain num-
ber of transistors can be deposited on to a
given area. Atpresent, rnostDRAMs, EPROMs
and Flash EPROMs are manufactured with
a density of I Mbit per chip (although Intel
introduced an 8 Mbit type in early 1992),
and rnost static RAMs and EEPROMs with
a density of256 Kbit per chip.
Ot.her important factors are the technol-

ogy and manner of, and time taken for, pro-
gramming of the memories. Between the
three types, there is Da difference in resolu-
tion: all three rypes can be programmed byte
by byte, although the standard EPROM has
the disadvantage that this must be done by
an externa.l apparatus. The other two types
can be programmed in the equiprnent inwh ich
they are used, since the most important parts
ofthe progranuning logic have been integrated
in them. Ta make updating of an EPROM at
a later date possible, the chip must be fitted

,
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in a socket, which increases manufacturing
costs of the equipment in which it is used,
ignoring for a moment the extra cost of up-
dating to the user,
There is another aspect connected with

programming: EPROMs and Flash EPROMs
need an auxiliary voltage of 12 V,other-
wise the hOLelectron injeciion technology
does not work. An EEPROM can operate
with the 5 V normally available in the corn-
puter: it raises this intemally to 18 V. Since
the load presented by a Flash EPROM on
the 12 V supply is negligible (it draws no
rnore than 30 mA), and most computers
have a regulated +12 V Une available, there
is not likely to be a difficulty. If neverthe-
less there is no 12 V lineavailable, a tiny volt-
ageconverter in aOlL package must beadded
at a cost of sorne f2.
Ir is also interesting to look at the time taken

by the programming. AIMbit EPROM
needs not less than 15 s, whereas a Flash
EPROM is programmed in about 1.5 s. An
EEPROM may take minutes!
The technology and manner of erasing is

also quite different. An EPROM must be re-
moved from the apparatus in which it is used
and be radiated for about 15 minutes with
ultravioletlight in aspecial unit. Flash EPROMs
and EEPROMs are electrically erasable and
can, therefore, remain in the equipment in
which they are used.
As far as the user is concerned, erasing

an EEPROM is anormal read operation.
Each byte can be erased and re-programmed
separately. Since, as already mentioned,
this can be a lengthy process, rnany (Iarge)
EEPROMs can be prograrnrned in the so-
called page mode at 16 or 32 times the nor-
mal speed.
A Flash EPROM iserasedin amanner sim-

ilar to that of an EEPROM, but it is not pos-
sible to do Ibis byte by byte, that is, the en-
tire memory or a block 01' blocks of bytes is
erased. Erasure time for a I Mbit model is
1-4 s; moreover, before erasure can take
place, all bits must be set to '0'.
It is c1ear that the Flash EPROM looks

the most advantageous of the three memo-
ries. Its drawback ofbeing erased completely,
or in blocks, as compared with the byte-by-
byre erasure of an EEPROM is more than
made up by the speed with which it is erased
(and re-programmed)-whence its name.

Construction and operation
The construction of a Flash EPROM differs
not all that much from that of an EPROM.
A bit is stored in the floating gate of a dis-
crete MOS transistor-see Fig. I. The fig-
ure also illustrates the mann er in which pro-
gramming and erasing Lakeplace. In the p-
substrate are two 11+ zones that function as
the drain and sourceof a MOSFET. Between
the usual gate, that is, the select gate, and
the channel there is another gate, the float-
ing gate. The two gates are totally isolated
from each other and from the substrate by a
layer of silicon oxide. When rhe memory is
erased, the floating gate is uncharged with
respect to the source. When the drain is con-
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nected as normal to the Vpp line and the
transistor is enabled via the select gate, the
channel conducts and a logic I is available
at the source. Programming such a cell re-
quires a negative charge in or at the floating
gate, which is not simple to arrange, since that
gate is totally isolated.
That difficulty is overcome with the hot

electron injection technique. Briefly, this pro-
cess works as follows. Ir the cell is aranged
as in Fig. 1a, the voltage at the drain and the
gate is + 12 V. and the source is at earth po-
tential, a channel is formed through which a

FLASH EPROMS

relatively high CUITentflows, When thathap-
pens, a number of so-called hot electrons ensue
and these capture other electrons from the
substrate material; because of the high elec-
tron density, someofthese electrons reach the
oxide layer between substrate and floating
gate. Because of the high potential of the se-
leer gate, several electrons actually pass
through the substrate and reach the floating
gate. The electron cluster so caused at the
floating gate remains (according to the rnanu-
facrurers for at least ten years) even when
the +12 V programming voltage is removed.
Thus, the floating gate is negative with re-
spect to the source and the memory cell is
inhibited.
Inan EPROM there would beonly one per-

missible way back: via ultraviolet light. For
that reason, EPROMs have a window in the
housing of the chip. Ultraviolet light has
enough energy to remove the electrons from
the floating gate.
A different process, based on the tunnel

effect, is used in EEPROMs. Because of this
effect, electrons are able to tunnel through a
narrcw potential barrierthat would ccnstirute
a forbidden region iftheelectrons weretreated
as classical particles. However, quantum
mechanics indicates that there is adefinite
probability of electrons tunnelling through
the barrier, This technique, although slower
than the injection process, has the advan-
tage of permitring electrical erasing.
The Fowler- Nordheim variant ofthe tun-

nelling technique is used for erasing Flash
EPROMs. Briefly, it operates as folIows. If
the memory ceU is arranged as in Fig. Ib,

Vpp

,..----- .... -(+

Vpp

G

Programming

Select Gate

Substrate
(p)

G

Scurce
(0+)

Substrate
(p)

Drain
(n+l

920066 ·118

Erasing

920066 ·llb

Fig. 1. Schemalic representation 01 the construction and operation 01a Flash EPROM.
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the source is at +12 V, the drain is at earth
potential, and the select gate is open, elec-
trons will tunnel frorn the floating gate to
the source. The floating gate will attain the
same potential as the source so that the t.ran-
sistor is on, that is, erased.
The erasing process in a Flash EPROM

is even slower than that in an EEPROM, be-
cause it happens at a lower internal poten-
tial. It is, however, kinder on the oxide layer
and altogether more reliable. A Flash EPROM
can therefore be cycled considerably more
times (up to 100000) than an EEPROM (a
few thousand). The real difference between
an EPROM and a Flash EPROM Lies in the
much thinner oxide layer between substrate
and floating gate in the latter. Moreover, the
arch.itecture of the floating gate of a Flash
EPROM is optimized forth.e tunnelling pro-
cess, resulting in shorter writc/crase times.

Types ond properties
Ta prevent spurious voltage levels or volt-
age peaks, occurring when the apparatus in
which a Flash EPROM is used is switched
on or off, from modifying the stored infor-
mation, the chip is provided with logic that
enables the erasing or programming mode
only if well-defined combinations of levels
exist in a fixed sequence at the contral pins
of the chip. The algorithms needed for the
erasing or prograrnrning are available from
the manufacturers of the memory.
From a reliability consideration, it is im-

portant to know how a Flash EPROM be-
haves after a great many erase/write cycles.
Manufacturers normally guarantee 110 fewer
than 10000, but Flash EPROMs usually
still function properly after 100000 cycles.
It is interesting 1'0 note that with increasing
cycling not one or more bytes become use-
less (which may, of course, happen onee in
a while), but that the erase/write times in-
crease. Figure 2 shows the relevant correla-
tions for a 2 Mbit (512 Kbyte capacity) Type
28F020 Flash EPROM from Intel.
Flash EPROMs are normally housed in

32-pin OlL cases (see Fig. 3) which makes
it possible to substitute them for pin com-
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Fig. 2. Time taken by programming and erasing 01 Flash EPROMs as a lunction 01 the
number 01 times the devices have been cycled.

in which block I has a capacity of 8 Kbyte;
blocks 2 and 3 one of 4 Kbyte; and block 4
one of 112 Kbyte. This type is particularly
aimed at IBM compatible PCs, where block
I would function as boot loader, blocks 2
and 3 as data store and block 4 as BIOS.
FinaUy, there are Flash EPROMs that

function as SIMMs (Single Inline Memory
Modules) or are used in memory cards with
rnemo ries frorn I Mbyte up to 20 Mbyte.

paLible EPROMs or static RAMs. There are
other housings available, für instance, the 32-
lead TSOP, which has the advantage ofbeing
very shallow (thickness 1.25 mm). The TSOP
version is also available with a different
pinout: standard E type, modified F type.
As shown in Fig. 4, mixing these two types
can simplify the layout of a printed circuit
board greatly.
At the time ofwriting (spring 1992), sian-

dard Flash EPROMs are available with ca-
pacitiesrangingfrom256 Kbit to 8Mbit. Like
EPROMs they are organized in bytes (8-bit
data). Indications are that within 18-24 months
there will be 16 Mbit versions (2 Mbyte),
There are also special types available,

for example. the Blocked Flash EPROM that
contains a number of individually erasable
blocks, such as Intel's I Mbit Type 28FOO1BX

Applicotions
When a Type 28FOOIBX is used in a PC,
the BIOS of that computer can be updated at
any time without the need for opening it.
AB the manufacturer has to do is to send his
customers a diskette with the relevant pro-
gram. Since this is a good sales point, many

•
Fig. 3. Housings and pinouts 01 a 2 Mbit Flash EPROM (Intel's Type 28F020).
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Fig. 4. The use 01 Flash EPROMs with mutually different pinouts simplifies the design
01 a printed eireuit board greatly.

PCs have already been equippped with this
Flash EPROM.
In Notebook computers, it is possible to

incorporate the entire operating system in
Flash EPROMs. The Notebook can then be
updated as and when required. Manufacturers
of operating systems such as Digital Research
and Microsoft already offer their DOS in

EPROM versions, and are now working on
commercial operaring systems using Flash
EPROMs.
Flash EPROMs are also of great interesr

for industrial control equipment; they would
enable such equipment to be reprogrammed
without this having to be opened, which
would reduce servicing costs.

\

Fig. 5. The Mustang aeeeierator eard Irom Pyramid Computer, intended primarily as
a retrolit tor HP Laserjet printers, uses Intel's Type 28F020 Flash EPROM.
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Even more fascinating is the use of Flash
EPROMs in apparatus whose operation de-
pends on integrated software, such as modems
and printers whose control software is nor-
rnally contained in ROMsor EPROMs. With
today's rapidly moving technology, such
equiprnent is hopelesslycut ofdate afterabout
three years from purchase. This is particu-
larly true oflaser printers. Updated vers ions
of pagedescription languages, such as Adobe's
PostScript or Hewlett Paekard's PCL, ap-
pear at fairly short intervals, Many users
would love to have a laser printer that can
be updated easily. To meet that wish, tbe
German firm Pyrarnid Computer has brought
out an accelator card (see Fig. 5) for laser
printers that contains a fast RlSC (Reduced
Instruction Set Coding) processor and a
2 Mbyte Flash EPROM. The latter device
stores an easily updatable PostScript clone
and the necessary fonts.
Manufacturers are also working on the

replacement of the hard disk drive in laptop
and notebook cornputers by a Flash EPROM,
which would mean areducrion in current con-
sumption (by a factor of 3-5) as weil as in
weightand size. Furtherrnare, thecomputer's
reliability would incrcase tenfold.
The 16 Mbit chip, which is not far off,

will enable the produetion of memory cards
in the form of a 3.5 in diskette (or even
smaller) with a capacity of 50 Mbyte. As
YCL,there are some drawbacks. Firstofall, the
write speed of a current Flash EPROM isonly
about double that of an HD diskette, that is,
roughtly ten times slower than a modern
hard disk. Another one is the incornpatibil-
ity with systems like MS-DOSTM. However,
Microsoft has already produced a DOS using
Intel's Flashf'ile" memory architecture.
Today's graphics oriented operating sys-

tems such as Microsoft Windows?", IBM's
OS/2 and Apple's Finder may slowly but
inexorably be replaeed by solid-stäte ar-
chitecture.
Forthe present, although technically Flash

EPROMs can already replace diskettes, their
price has to come down substantially before
they can do socommercially. Afterall, IMbyte
on diskette today costs pence rather than
pounds or just over a dollar. •
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PASCAL ROUTINES FOR
MULTIFUNCTION MEASUREMENT

CARD
This article presents a collection of Turbo Pascal routines that
should assist constructors of the Multifunction Measurement
Card for PCs in writing their own application software.

Design by J. Ruiters
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PART of the success of the
Multifunction Measurement Card pub-

lication (Ref. 1) must be due to the applica-
tion software developed for it, for
instance, that for the multi-channel volt-
meter/frequency meter, end the (001-

puter-controlled wearher station modules.
This application softwäre is remarkable
because they allow you to set up. say, an
advanced data aequisition system built
around e pe, without much knowledge of
IBM pe hardware and programming lan-
guages such as C and Pascal.
None the less, "low-level' programming

remeins of interest to many enthusiastic
users of the measurement card. witness
the large number of requests we received
for hints on programrntng. for example,
the ADe (analogue-to-digrtal converter)
contained on the card. These requests are
honoured by the present artic1e, which
presents software that shows how the var-
ious 1/0 protocols, A-D functions and fre-
gueney measurement algorithms may be
put to use. In fact, we have thrown to-
gether, in a kind of llbrary. a large number
of elementary routines for the control of
the measurement card. Both 'die-hard
programmers and beginners should find
this lfbrary. written in Turbo Pascal 5.5, of
great use in the development of their own
application programs.
A typicel feature of today's electronics

is that hardware and software are effi-
ciently combined to achieve target specifi-
cations. Depending on certain
requirements (eost, speed. flexibility and
available Firmware), a system destgner
must consciously decide to implement a
funetion either in hardware or in softwäre.
Such considerations have also existed in
the early design stages of the rneasure-
ment card. The large computing power of
the IBM pe was the factor that rnade us
decide to choose hardware (MSI and LSI
building blocks) only for those applica-
tions that are impossible, Of very difficult,
to realize with the aid of softwäre. This de-
cision does have consequences: on the OI1e
hand, it means irrexpensive hardware and
a high degree of f1exibility;on the other. a
fairly complex piece of programrning.
Portunarely. the last potnt is not a problem
any more thanks to the availability of the
software we present here. This software is
available on a diskette with order ccde
ESS 1751-
The unit PMEASURE.PAS, er the com-

piled version of it, PMEASURE.TPU, con-

I
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BASE 10 ADDRESS
RefFreq -
MaximumGateTime
RefVolt
IRQ

Possib1e va1ues are S300 (JP1~A) and $310 (JPl=B).
Frequency meter (crysta1-) reference in Hz.
Typical 410 seconds (10 Mhz re recency frequency).
~DC fu11-scale voltage
Hardware interrupt (Possible values: 2 7)

$300
10000000
10
2.5
2

920087_11

Fig. 1. Parameters in the configuration file ADCF .CFG may be edited with any ASCII·compat·
ible wordprocessor.

tains, among othcrs. functions for PPI ini-
tialization, multiplexer control, A-D con-
version. digital 1/0 and pulse time and
frequency measurement. These and all
other proeedures and funetions that are
declared in the unit may be ealled dtrectly
from the assoeiated souree file using the
eommand 'uses PMEASURE'.

Before diseussing the programming
routines, we take the opportunity to re-
fresh your memory: the 'specs' box of the
measurement eard is repeated on this
page. Also, we suggest to onee more go
through the whole article on the measure-
ment eard.

Pascal unit
The effect of a unit funetion is nearly al-
ways apparent from the name: e.g.,
SelectFreqChannel(Channel:ZeroToSeven)
con.nects channel number 'Chan ne I' of
multiplexer IC22 to the frequency meter.
Where necessary, the declared constants,
variables, procedures and functions are
described by a few words of 'comment'.
This comment obviates the need of a de-

tailed description to be rendered here: for
more information, refer to the source code.
The peripheral interfaces (PPIs), IC13

and IC14, are read from and written to via
the procedures ReadPPI and WritePPI re-
spectively. Although these are really very
basic routines, they form the nucleus of
the card control system. ReadPPI and
WritePPI are. therefore, frequently called
by other procedures and functions.
Among the 'users" are: InvertInput,
CounterValue, GetCurrentAnalogChan·
nel, SelectRatioIO and StartEventCounter.
Ouring the initializaticn phase, PMEA·

SURE automatically loads the hardware
configuration file ADCF.CFG, and the
presenee of the measurement card at the
set base address is checked. If the eard is
found, the PPls are automaticall y initial-
ized at the end of the test (see the lnitPPI
routine in PMEASURE.PAS). This is an
important event, because it takes place be-
fore the control program proper (i.e., your
software) is started. The Boolean variable
'HardwareFound' thus allows softwäre to
decide to go on (eard found} or not (eard
not found).

begin ('"ADC *)

if not HardwareFound
then

begin
ADC:=2048i
Overflow:=false;
end

else
begin

X:=portw[BIO Address+l1i
X:=swap(X) i -
if (X=$FFF) OR (X=$OOO)
then Overflow:=true
else Overflow:=falsei
ADC:=X;

end;
end; (* ADC *)

function ADC(var Qverflow:boolean) :wordi
(**********************"'*************"'*l

{-ADC sampies the analogue input and returns the previous 12 bit
conversion result through ADe.
The high order byte must be read first because reading the low
order byte starts the next conversion cycle. I

var
X:word;

920087-12
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Fig.2. This ADe function is one of the many routines contained in PMEASURE.PAS.

PASCALROUTINES ...

MULTIFUNCTION
MEASUREMENT CARD

FOR PCs

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

oe Voltmeter
Range: 0.1 V to 300 V
Inputs: eight
A-D converter: 12 bits, 3 us,
o to 5 V
Frequency meter
Range: 0.0025 Hz to 10 MHz
Inputs: eight (TIL)
Max. error: 0.0001%
Accuracy: 6 digits

Pulse time meter
Range: 0 to 400 s
Resolution: 0.1 us
Adjustable measurement level

Event counter
Range: 32 bits
Max. frequency: 10 MHz
Adjustable trigger edge

Time related
measurements

PMEASURE makes the best possible use of
the available hardware facilities. Hence,
the pulse time and frequency measure-
ments are fully interrupt-driven. The IRQ
input used in the PC needs to be set in
hardware as weil as in software. On the
measurement card. one of the jumpers JP2
to JP7 is fitted in the x-row. Make sure to
use a free IRQ line (usually TRQ2), and
check that jumper JP8 is in position E. As
to the softwate setting, the fRQ line must
be identified in line 5 of the configuration
file (see Fig. 1).
Depending on the type of measure-

ment, a measurement cycle starts with a
call to StartPulseTimeConversion er
StartFrequencyConversion. The assoc.iated
interrupt rou tine. HardwarelntHandler,
starts autornatically the moment hardware
flag EOC-F is actuated. This happens at
the end of each (sub-) conversion. By
virtue of the interrupt procedure. the ert-
tire measurement remains fully transpar-
ent to the main pragram. Yet. the
measurement results are simple to call up
by subsequently reading the records ealled
PulseTime and Frequency.
A second interrupt routine plays an im-

portant role when frequeney measurement
is used. A routine called TimelntHandler
monitors the time taken by the second
phase of the measurement (fm'), and ven-
fies this time against the maximum con-
version time calculated during the test
measurement. When the time limit is ex-
ceeded, this is taken to mean that the fre-
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the standard pe interrupt net-
work.

quency of the input signal has gone down
so far that the test measurement and the
set scale faetor are no longer representa-
tive. To prevent frequency rneasurements
taking up tao much time, TimelntHandler
breaks off the current conversion, and
starts a new test measurement. The proce-
dure itself makes use of the PC-user-timer-
tick-interrupt ($lC), and is therefore
actuated every 55 ms.

oc measurements
The function 'ADe' (Fig. 2) allows a 12-bit
binary representation of an analogue input
voltage to be acquired. The Important
thing about ADe is that the A-to-D con-
version operations are not started until at
the end of the function. This means that
the value of ADC is related to the previous
converston, and, inevitably, that the first
conversion result is meaningless.
Functions SelectAnalogChannel and

SelectRatioIO are intended for the control
of the input multiplexer (IClO), and the set-
ting of the stepped attenuator (IC12), re-
spectively.
Since the analogue circuitry on the

measurement card is designed for direct
voltages, it would seem Iogtcal to base
each measurement result on an average
obtained from a number of sam pIes. This
so-called stochastic measurement enables
noise pulses to be suppressed efficiently.

i
, I~easure t. converslon: time

INTSIC I -+ IIRET I
TlmelntHandle.

: : Freq, and pulse
IRQ2* I rreasurernent

*see texl IRET: : HardwarelntHandler
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Microprocessor
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Time 01 day
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Fig. 4. As Fig. 3, but with the PMEASURE routines ins ta lied. Note
the way the elos interrupt handler is given new parameters.

The ADC function is called from a peri-
odic interrupt routine to make sure that
the d.c. measurements can run in the back-
ground. just as the frequency and pulse
time measurements. The TimelntHandler
is not suitable to control the timing: being
started 'only' 18.2 tirnes a secend. it is too
slow, and would cause a stochastic calcu-
lation using, say, 100 samples. to take far
too lang. A different data acquisition rou-
tine was, therefore, devised, to rnake sure
that the selected input can be sarnpled at
200 Hz. This sounds simpler than it is. be-
cause the only periodic interrupt that is
still available in the IBM PC is the user-
timet-tick, which runs at a rate of 55 ms.
Drastic measures are required to make
sure that a much shorter interrupt period
is available. This is achieved by replacing
the BIOS timer interrupt handler (inter-
rupt $08) by the da ta acquisition proce-
dure 'DataAcqHandler'. After having
reprogrammed the system clock prescaler.
the handler is called at the desired rate,
i.e., every 5 ms. The new scale factor (divi-
sor) is supplied by ReProgTimer, wh.ile
UnDoReProgTimer restores the default
factor later.
To make sure that the real-time clock

and the diskette station motors continue to
function normally, the original BIOS timer
interrupt handler (and. with it, interrupt
$lC) is started with the original frequency,
and from the DataAcgHandler. Por clar-

ity's sake, the usual interrupt network is
drawn in Fig. 3, while Fig. 4 shows the
configuration with the new interrupf rou-
tines installed.

Get cracking
Apart from the Pascal library, diskette
ESS 1751 also contains an example pro-
gram, PMDEMO.PAS. This program
serves to demonstrate how the interrupt
proced ures are instalIed and removed,
and show you how to get access to the
measurement results. Incidentally, a nice
feature of PMDEMO is that it makes use of
the AutoScan mode. In this mode, the in-
terrupt routines ensure that all channels
defined in FChanScan and VChanScan are
measured one by one.

As a matter of course, PMEASURE may
be extended or adapted to meet your re-
quirements. This will cause few problems
as long as you keep to the rules of proper
progranuning. Take care, however, with
the special rules that apply to stack use
and DOS interrupts, since these have
many pitfalls in store for the 'unwary'.
Once bitten, twice shy! •

!

Reference:
1. "Multifunction measurement card for
PCs", Elektor Electronics January and
February 1991.
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8051/8032 ASSEMBLERCOURSE
PART7: SERIAL INTERFACE PROGRAMMING

Perhaps unwittingly, you have been using
the serial communication features of the
8051 or 8032, and the supporting routines
contained in the system monitor,
EMON51, ever since the 80C32 single-
board computer (our 'course hardware')
wrote its first 'welcome' message on YOUf

terminal. In this course instalment we will
explore the not-so-simple operation of the
serial interface with an aim to grasp the
way it is programmed.

~
I
I

8051 serial interface
The seria1 interface contained in the 8051
family of microcontrollers is the most
complex 'on-chip peripheral' . Hence, this
instalmenl is probably lhe most diffieult
of all in the course, and should be studied
lhoroughly. This effort is also required,
unfortunately, on part of those of you who
intend 10 implement only very basic serial
communication on a 80S J -based con-
troller system, and even if a range of ex-
amples of software building blocks is
available in the system rnonitor,
EMON51.
The serial interface can opera te in a

number of müdes, sorne of which are of
Iiule interest here because they serve to
implement 8051 network systems. We
will concentrate on the simplest mode of
operation: sending and receiving 8-bit
data (asynchronously) with one start bit,
one srop bit, and no parity. This mode al-
lows the 80C32 SBC to communicate with
a PC, as weil as to exchange MIDI data
(MIDI = musical instrument digital inter-
face).
The special function register (SFR)

identified as SCON (Serial CONtrol) at
address 098H serves to contral the 011-

chip serial interface, and determine its
mode of operation. The function of the
bits contained in the SeON register are
shown in Fig. 44. The mode we require
can be set by prcgramrning SMO=O and
SM1=!. As shown in Fig. 44, this is
mode I, in which bit SM2 may be used to
signal transmission errors, The function of
the remaining bits in SeON will be re-
verted to below.

The transmit and receive
butfers
Inside the 8051, serial da ta is transmitted
and received with the aid of a shift regis-
ter. Bits are transmitted by first loading
them, in parallel, into the shift register.
and then shifting them out, one by one, at
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By ne. M. Ohsmann

(M5B)

TB8 RB8tn AI!I 5MO 5MI 5M2 AEN

Where 5MO. 5M! &pectty IN serial por1 mode. u follow$:

Mock Dnc:rtpHon a.fJd A.t.
o shit1 fegisl!l( losc./12
1 8-bit U....AT variable
2 g·bit UAAT lose/54

~
lose/32

9-bi1 UAAT variable

• 5M2 filnables the ITIlJltiprOCfil!l5Or
communication 168Me in Modes
2 and 3. In Mode 2 or 3, W5M2 is
sei 10 1 ttien AI will not be
activated il the reo::eived9th date
bit (AB8) Is 0. In Mode 1. if 5M2
= 1 then RI will not be activaled
il a valid stop bn was not
fsceived. In Mode O. 5M2 should
boO.

SMO SM!
o 0
o ,
, 0

• REN enables serial fsception. Set by
software 10enable fBCeption.
CI68f by softwaI8 10 disable
rececuco.

(L5B)

TBB ls ee 9th c1ata bit thaI will be
tfansmlned in ModEls 2 end 3. Sei Ot
clear by 8Oftw8fe as de!lir&e:l.

AB8 In Modes 2 ancI3, i$ the 9th deta bit
thai was fsceived. In Mode 1. ~ 5M2
... 0, AB8 is the stop bit that was
feceived. In Mode 0, AB8 ia not used.

• Tl is tfansmi! lnl8fruP1 flag. 5el by
nerowere at tha end ollhe 8th bit time
in Mode O.or al lhe beginning 01tbe
5!OP bit in the otnef modes, In any
mallransml$$ion. Must ee cleafed
by 8Oltwafe.

• AI Is fscelve int8l'l'l.lpt /lag. Sei by
hardwale at IM end 01tha 8th bil urne
In Mode 0, Cf halfway Ihfough the stop
bit ~me,1'1 IMothef modes, in any
seriel eececucn (e~cept see 5M2),
Mus! be clearecl by scnwere.

Fig. 44. Overview of SFR SCON bit functions.
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the programmed bit rate (baudrate). In re-
ceive mode, the bits are gathered, one by
one, into the shift register, and are read
out in parallel when all are in. In the 8051,
the SFR called SBUF (at address 099H) is
used as a receive and data buffer. Ir has
the 'quasi-double' functions of a 'receive'
buffer, and a 'data' buffer, the relevant
function being selected by read or write
operations on SBUF, respectively.
The transmit and receive functions are

supported by their own shift registers, so
that it is actually possible to transmit and
receive simultaneously (full-duplex oper-
ation).

Configurations and
tunctions
Figure 45 shows the internal structure of
the serial interface contained in the 8051
family of microcontrollers. The baudrate
generator is shown in the upper left-hand
corner of the diagram. The overflow
pulses produced by Timer I or Timer 2
(8052 only) may be used to clock the shift
registers. The switch marked 'SMOD2'
controls a divide-by-two scaler. The
switches RCLK and TCLK (8032 and
8052 only!) select the receive clock and
transmit clock respectively. The clock sig-
nals so obtained are divided by 16 before
they are fed to the TX-CONTROL and
RX-CONTROL sections.
The transmit contral clocks and loads

the transmit shift register, whose output is
connected to the TXD terminal (pin 11) of
the 8051 (upper part of the drawing).
From the internal databus of the 8051, the

databits are fed in parallel into the SBUF
register. The 'zero-detector' finds out if
all bits have been transmitted. lf so, this is
signalIed to the transmit control section,
wh ich in return is capable of generating a
serial port interrupt, Tl. When this hap-
pens, ihe TI bit (SCON.I) is set.
The lower part of Fig. 45 shows the re-

ceive contral section. SeriaJ databits re-
ceived on pin 10 (RXD) of the 8051 are
gathered in the receiver shift register. The
data simultaneously arrive in the 1-to-0
transition detector, which serves to recog-
nize the start bit in the serial datastream,
and to synchranize the receiver clock with
the incorning bits. Data reception starts on
a high-to-Iow level transition (falling
pulse edge) at the RXD input, i.e., a start
bit at pin 10 of the 8051. The incoming
bits are clocked into the shift register. The
last bit that is read is the stop bit (the re-
ceiver shift register has a width of 9 bits).
Next, SBUF is loaded with the eight re-
ceived bits, and the 'receiver full' bit is
set (SCON.O=RI). This sequenee does not
take piace, however, in the following two
cases:

1). When RI is already set, which means
that previously received data was not
fetched.
2). When SM2=1, and the stop bit did not
have the value 'I'. Thus, by programming
SM2= I, you can prevent bytes with a
framing error (wrong stop bit) gerring
through.

The level of the RI bit thus allows us to
check if a received byte is held ready in
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Fig.45. 8051 serial interface architecture.
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Fig. 46. V24 interface (BOC32 stnqie-board computer and extension board).
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JOIN THE COURSE!

What you need to follow this course:

• a 803218052AH-BASIC single
board computer as described in
Elektor Electronics May 1991.
The prelerred CPU is a 8051 or
80C32. Alternatively, any other
MCS52-based microcontroller
system (but read part 1 01the
course);

• a course diskette (IBM: order
code ESS 1661; Atari: order
code ESS 1681) containlng
programming examples, hex liIe
conversion utilities, and an
assembler;

• a monitor EPROM (order code
ESS 6091);

• an IBM PC or compatible
operating under MS-DOS, or an
Atarl ST with a monochrome
display.

Appeared so far:
Part 1: Inlroduction (February 1992)
Part 2: First 8051 instructions (March

1992)
Part 3: Hardware extensions for

80C32 SBC (April 1992)
Part 4: Flags, bit addressing, PSW,

conditional jumps, logic
operators (June 1992)

Part 5: Arithmetic instructions (July
1992)

Part 6: Analogue signal processing
and stack management
(September 1992)

SBUF. Ir so, the byte can be fetched
(read) for further processing.
The two interrupt events, Tl (transrnit-

ter interrupt) and RI (receiver interrupt)
actually generate only olle interrupt, of
which the cause (data transmitted, or data
received) must be established by the inter-
rupt software. The seriai interface only
generates interruprs when bit IE.4 in the
interrupt enable register is set (see Part 6
of this course).
Details of the TXD and RXD wiring

and external circuitry on the 80C32 SBC

o,
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and the extension board (Part 3) are
shown in Fig. 46. The diagram shows how
the various jumpers enable the 8051 serial
interface to be connected to a pe (via the
9-way sub-D connector) or a MIDI com-
patible instrument.

EMON51communication

,
Studying a worked out example is pro-
bably the best way to familiarize oneself
with the programming of the serial inter-
Iace. Let us look at rhe listing in Fig. 47.
This program is a series of subroutines
contained in EMON51 relevant to com-
munication via the serial interface,
'stitched rogeiher' to show how you can
make use of them für YOUf own program-
ming werk. Each of the points to be ob-
served in prograrnming the serial interface
will be discussed below, with reference to
cerrain parts of the listing. Note that this
program is not contained on YOUf course
disk.

Baudrate generator
We wish to use mode I of the serial inter-
face. In this mode, the baudrare is deter-
mined either by Timerl or Timer2.
Remember, Timer2 is not available if you

use a 8031 or 8051 (i.e., TCLK=O and
RCLCK=O in Fig. 45). In the interest of
software compatibility we will, therefore,
set the baudrate with the aid of Timerl.
The 'counter overflow' pulses produced
by this tirner are fed to the transmit and
receive controls. To ensure a eontinuous
supply of pulses, the timer is opera red in
mode 2, i.e., as an 8-bit clock generator
with automatie reload. In this way, the
timer is capablc of producing an overflow
every n microseconds on the basis of the
I-MHz internal clock (quartz oscillator
frequency 12 MHz), where 11 is a whole
number beiween 2 and 256. Additionally,
we can swirch on the divide-by-two scaler
by setting the SMOD bit (SFR PCON
bit 7). The final baudrate clock is arrived
at by dividing the clock signal by 16. If
SMOD= I, we get:

Baudrate = (overflow rate Timerl )1l6

aiternatively, if SMOD=O,

Baudrate » (overflow rate Timerl)/32

In the sysrern rnonitor software,
EMON51, the following is done to obtain
a baudrate of about 4,800. First, Tirnerl is
set to auto-preload mode with internal

- ••• - LIS'l'ING of EASM51 (V24XA.MPL) ••••••
INE LOC 09J T SOURCE
1 0000 e exen f,.om EMON51.A51
2 0000
3 0000
4 0000
5 0000
e 0000
7 0000
8 0000
9 0000
10 0000
11 0000
12 0000
13 0000
14 0000
15 0000
16 0000
17 0000
ra 0000
19 0000
20 0000 ORG 0
21 0000 75 87 80 [2] V24SET MOVPCON, 'SOH
220003758922 [21 MOVTMOD,t22H
23 0006
H 0006 75 8D ea (2)
25 0009 75 89 f'3 (2]
26 OOOCD2 8E (1J
27 OOOE 75 98 52 (2J
28 0011
290011 ;------------------
30 0011 30 99 FD [2] SND
31 0014 C2 99 [1]
32 0016 F5 99 [1]
J3 0016 B4 OA 00 [2]
34 001B 75 50 6~ (2]
35 oc is 74 FF" (lJ
36 0020 D5 EO F"D [2]
37 0023 05 50 F6 [2]
38 002674 OA [I]
39 00Z8 22 [2] OK2
40 0029
41 002'1
42 0029 30 98 FD [2]
43 002CC2 98 [1)
4~ 002E E5 99 u r
45 0030 22 [2J
46 0031
47 0031 20 98 03 [2j TSTC
ea 0034 74 00 [I]
4'1 0036 22 [2J
50 0037 74 01 [I)
51 0039 22 [2 J
52 003"
53 003A END
••••••••• SYM90LT"BLE (21 symbols)

V24SPD ,OOP] PSW :0000
TCON ,0066 TMOD : 0089
scos ,0098 S9UF :0099
SND :0011 WAITCR :0019
OK2 : 0028 GETCHR: 0029

.ist he r : 0037

V24SPD EQlJ 256-13 ; V24 speed: IMHz/16/l3 ~ 4807.69 ba ud
; --------- ~----------- -------------------- ------ ----- ------

; SFR definitions,

GETCHR EQU S get chilrilcter f~om sedal port
GETCl JN9 SCON.O,GETCl; wilit until one ilvailable

CLR SCON.O signal, chu. fetched
MOV A,SaU" ; fetch from bu f f e r
RET reildy

esw EQU ODOH
ACC EQU OEOH

PCON EQU 087H
TCON EQU oaan
TMOD EQU OB9H
TU EQU 089H
TH> EQU 08DH
sccer EQU 098H
SBUF EOU 099H

CNn EQU 050H

MQVTHl, ~V24SPO
MOVrt,i , ~v24SPD
SETB TCON_6
MOVSCON, J052H

ec c .

",B
ce>
MOV
CJNE

WAI'l'CR MOV
LOPl MOV
LOP2 DJNZ

DJNZ
MOV
RET

SCON.l,SND;
SCON.l
SBUf,A
A, tlO,OK2
CNn, s i on
A, ,255
ACC,LOP2
CNTl, LOPI
.... HO

SCON.O,isther
!\., eo

OB
MOV

'"i:lther MOV
m

A, il

Ace
TLl
CN'I'l
LOPI
GETCl

in RAM, c ounce r for CR/LF" time

SMOD~ 1
both counrers il" timer
RCLKcO, RCLK~O ""üh B051, and in TeON illso
preloild villue TIME:Rl (baudrate generator)

Sril,.t counter 1
MODE 1, REN~l, TI~l, RI~O

"'ilir until last: ch .. r. finilily gone
'l'I~0
st:art t~ilnSml.t
LF senr?
if so wilit for slow scrolling te~minills

; ..11 ok

test
00

: OOEO
,0085
,0050
: 001E
: 0029

eco»
THI

V24$ET

"'"TSTC

,0087
008D
: 0000
,0020
,0031
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Fig.47. Serial interface subroutines contained in EMON51.
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clock (here: I MHz). See line 22 in
Fig. 47. The preload value is 243 (Iines 4,
24 and 25), which causes Timer I to divide
by (256-243) = 13. SMOD is set to 'I' in
line 21 to disable the +2 seal er. Thus, the
baudrate becomes

I MHz/l3116 = 4,807.6923 bitsls

Thar is not exactly 4,800 baud, bUI suffi-
eiently ace urate for our application.
After being preloaded and set to the de-

sired mode, Timer l is switched on by set-
ting TCON bit 6 (Iine 26). The baudrare
generator is now running.
As an aside, Timer2 contained in the

8052 and 8032 may, of course, also be
used as the baudrate generator. This can
be achieved by setring bits TCLK and
RCLK in the Timer2 conrrol register,
T2CON. Since T2CON contains the value
OOH after areset, the 8052 always starts
with Timer I as the baudrate generator
(wh ich ensures that prograrns written for
the 8051 run on a 8052 100!).
The standardized baud rates (1200,

2400, 4800, etc.) can be achieved exaetly
by using a crystal clock of 11.0592 MHz
rather tban 12 MHz. However, a processor
cycle then takes 0.9044225 i1S rather than
I i1S exactly. Obviously, the deviation
from I IJS may be annoying in calculating
loop times, since all the internal timing of
the 8051 is derived from the quartz crysral
clock oseillator. This dilemma, by the
way, has resulted in the integration of on-
chip baudrate generators in follow-up
controllers such as the 80535 and 80537,
whose serial interfaces are capable of op-
erating at 4,800 baud and 9,600 baud ex-
actly, while a 12 MHz quartz crystal is
used. More about these interesting proces-
sors in future issues of Elektor
E/ectronics.

Transmitting
Transmitting a byte is very simple: write
ii to the SBUF register. The write opera-
tion eauses the transmitter contral to start
the shift-out operation. The transmit reg-
ister has a ninth bit position, whieh is
loaded with a ' I' at the start of the trans-
mit operation. Next, the start bit (Delow)
is transmitred (Fig. 46).
Next, the eight databits are shifted out,

starring with bit O. The SBUF transmit
register is filled with zeroes. When the
ninth bit (i.e., the stop bit with value 'I')
has been sent, the Tl bit in the SCON reg-
ister is made '1' (Fig. 44) to mark ihe end
of the transmission. This allows an inter-
rupI 10 be generated (by setting the rele-
vant bit in the interrupt enable register). It
is also possible to interrogate this bit by
software (polling), to check for the end of
the transmission.
EMON51 contains a subroutine called

SND (lines 30 to 39 in Fig. 47) thaI en-
ables a character held in the accumulator
to be transmitred via the serial interface.
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This routine waits as lang as bit I in the
SCON register is '0'. This is necessary
because a '0' means that the serial inter-
face is still busy transmitting a character.
When the TI bit changes to 'I', the trans-
mission is finished, and the serial inter-
face is ready to stau sending the current
character. This is achieved by resetting
the TI bit (line 31), and wriiing the current
character to SBUF (line 32). Although TI
remains '0' as lang as it takes to transmit
the eurrent character, the processor al-
ready continues with the next instruction.
Ta make sure that it ean be used with

slow scrolling terminals, EMON51 is ca-
pable of providing a delay after the LF
(line feed = OAH = 1010) character. This
delay allows the terminal (or terminal em-
ulation software) to sc roll the screen con-
tents. Obviously, 00 character rnay be
transmitred before the scroll operation is
finished. EMON51 therefore checks if an
LF was sent (line 33). If so, the loop

WAITCR is called 10 introduce a delay of
about IOOx255x3 us = 76.5 ms. This
delay is sufficiently lang für most terrni-
nals.
That completes the deseription of the

SND subrourine contained in the system
monitor EMON51. To enable it to func-
tion correctly, the TI bit must be set at the
start of the program. After areset, how-
ever, this bit is at '0' (refer back to Fig. 8
in Part 2). Therefore, if you want to use it
as a 'transmitter ernpty' indicator, it must
be set to 'I' at the start of the program.

Interface control word
SeON in EMON51
The above explains the value loaded

imo the SCON register in line 27. The
eontrol word, 52H (0 I0 I00 lOB), is built
as folIows. To start with, bits 5, 6 and 7
(0 lOB) select Mode I. Next, we also wish
to receive data. This requires t.he receiver

•••••• LISTING
LINE LOC OBJ

1 0000
2 0000
3 0000
.; 0000
5 0000
5 0000
7 0000
8 0000
9 0000
10 0000
11 0000
12 0000
13 0000
14 0000
15 4100 75 87 80 [21
16 4103 75 89 22 [2)
17 4106 75 80 FE [2)
18 4109 75 BB FE (2)
19 410C 02 BE [11
20 HOE 75 98 52 [2]
21 4111 90 co 00 [2]
22 4114 EO [2]
23 4115 20 E7 F9 [2]
24 4118 90 41 4F [2)
25 411B 74 90 [I)
26 4110 31 3F [21
2.7 411F 31 2F (2)
28 4121 31 3F [2)
29 4123 31 2F [2J
30 4125 31 3F [2)
31 4127 31 2F (2)
32 4129 60 E6 (2)
33 4128 31]3 [2)
34 4120 BO EC [2)
35 412F
]6 412F E4
37 41]0 93
38 4131 A]
]9 41]2 22
40 H33
41 4133 7F 64
42 4135 JE C8
4] 4137 OE FE
44 4139 OF FA
45 413B 05 EO
46 413E 22
47 n]F
48 413F 30 99
49 4142 C2 99
50 4144 F5 99
51 4145 22
52 4147
53 4147 30 96
54 414A C2 98
55 H4C ES 99
56 414E 22
57 414F
56 414F 30 54
59 4152 30 00
60 4155 34 54
61 4158 34 00
62 415B 37 54
63 415E 37 00
64 4161

ACC
rt.i
ca

WAlT
GETMIDI

of EASM51
r

(XAMPLEI3J ••••• "
SOURCE

XAMPLEI3.A51 •••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••...... FILE

ACe EOU OEOH
PCON EOU 087H
TCON 'OU 088H
TMOD EOU 089H

'" EOU 08SH
rn 'OU 08DH
SCON EOU 09BH
SBUF 'OU 099H

cu EOU 090H MIDI channel

START1

ORG 4100H
MOV PCON, UOOOOOOOB
MOV TMOD,100I00010B
MOV THl,1256-2
MOV TL1,1256-2
SETB TCON.6
MOV SCON,fOl010010B
MOV DPTR,'OCOOOH
MOVX A,@DPTR
JB ACC.7,STARTl
MOV DPTR,'NOTES
MOV A, fCH
ACALL SNDMIDI
ACALL GETNXT
ACALL SNDMIDI
ACALL GETNXT
ACALL SNDMIDI
ACALL GETNXT
JZ STARTl
ACALL WAll'
SJMP NOTELP

SMOD~l
both auto p re set,
preset v a Lue for

timer
TIMERO

NOTELP

1" GETNXT
[2J
[2'
[2'
1" WAIT
1" WAITl
[2' WAIT2

12'r s [2J
[2J

ee>
MOVC
'Ne."

A
A,@A+DPTR
DPTR

st.art. TIMERO
MODE 1 , en"bIe rece i.ve r

ceec key
start when key pressed
pointer to NOTES

send to MIDI ( MIDt channel

{ MIDI NOTE J

( MIDI VOLUME
duration
~O means end
otherwise wait
"nd on at next

this t.ime
nct.e

MOV
MOV
DJNZ
DJNZ
DJNZ."

R7,noo
R6,1200
R6,WAIT2
R7,WAITl
ACC, WAll'

offset 0
fetch byt.e
increment datapointer
done

va Lt; approx. ACC'100*200'2 mi.ceosec

wait until transmitter empt.y
clear bit
send

wa i.t unr a I
clear bit
fetch byte

rece i.ve r full

FD [2J
1"
1"
[2J

FO [2J
1"
1"
[2'

06
oi
0'
D>
DA
00

SCON.1, SNDMIDI
SCON.1
SBUF,A

Note 49 w. 100 on,
Note 4B off again,
Note 52 on w. 100
and off again
et c .
length 0 means end

periods
period

SNDMIDI JN'
ci.s
HOV."

wait
w"it

; OOBe
: 009B
:411B
: 4137

: 00e9
: 0099
: 412F
: ~13f

GETMIDI JN'
CL'
MOV."

SCON.O,GETMIDI
SCON.O
A, SaUF

TMOD
SBUF

GETNXT
SNDMIDI

48,100,6
48,0 ,1
52,100,6
52,0 ,1
55,100,10
55,0 ,0

NOTES DB
0'
0'
0'
0'
0'
"0

symbols)
; 0087
: 0080
; 4111
; 4135
; 414F

SYM80LTABLE (18
:00<:0 PCON
:008B THI
: 0090 START!
:4133 WAlTI
; 41 47 NOTss

TCON
seON

NOTELP
WAIT2

Fig. 48. Assembly language listing of the MIDI sequencer program.

enable bit (bit 4) 10 be set. Bits 2 and 3 are
not of interest for the moment, and are left
at '0'. Bit I (TI) is set to mark the SBUF
register as 'ernpty' for the rest of the pro-
gramrning. This is necessary to be able to
execute a subsequent transmit instruction.
Sinee no byte has been received so far, RI
(bit 0) is set to '0'. •
That completes the initialization of the

serial port for duplex operation at
4,800 baud, 8 databits, I stop bit and
I starr bit. ,

iniUalize
TtMER1
as baud

rate generator
31.25 kBiVs

initalize
interface

yes
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Fig.49. Main MIDI transmit routine f1owchart.

Start 1 ~

initialize
DPTR
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lNOTELP
SEND:

MIDI channel
Note Volume
from tabte

get lenglh
from lable

end of
labte

~~_..1_~~ reached

wail
'(englh'



Receiving

Data reception is arranged by a subroutine
called GETCHR (get character) contained
in EMON51. lnitially, this subroutine
(!ine 42) waits until bit 0 in the SCON
register is set. This position has the Rl bit,
and changes to '1' when a complete char-
aeter has been received. Next, the pro-
gram resets RI (in !ine 43). The received
character is fetched frorn SBUF and
copied into the accumulator. That is all
there is to it.
In some eases, it is necessary to check if a
character is ready to be fetched. For this
purpose we have a subroutine called
TSTC (Jines 47 to 51), which returns a ' I'
to the accurnularor when a character is
ready. If not, it returns a '0'. The opera-
tion of TSTC will be c1ear at this point: it
simply tests the RI bit.

MIDI transmit sequencer
Ta close off this instalrnent, let us look at
how the serial interfac.e can be used to
send data to a MIDI compatible instru-
ment. The aim is LO develop a program
that sends aseries of note commands ta
the instrument when key S2 on the exten-
sion board is pressed. This allows a sim-
ple melody to be played, or a rhythm box
to be realized.
To be able to program different

melodies in a simple manner, the data to

WORLD SATELLITE TV AND SCRAM-
BLING METHODS
By Frank Baylin, Richard Maddox and
John McCormac
ISBN 0-917893-11-5
Price $40 or E27 (soft cover)
This second edition of the 'Technician's
Handbook' is again airned at everyone
with an interest in satellite TV reception,
and, in particular, decoder operation.
Although the larger part of the book deals
with principles of encoding and decoding
satellite TV signals, a number of quite
sizeable other chapters discuss the hard-
ware layout of a TVRO station, from the
dish anten na to the video connectors.
Lnterestingly, both North American and

European technology is discussed in great
detail. The European contributions are by
lohn McCormac, who is known as a
columnist in Satellite Trader.
When comparing the second edition of

the book with the first, it is salient to no-
tice that the added sections (in which we
find subjects like the SCART connector,
SMARTcards, repair and service, and
loopthrough decoder connections) are,
firstly, nearly all European-oriented and,
secondly, partly rewritten material al-
ready published in McCorrnac's book
Europeon Scrambting Systems, also
known as "The Black Bock'.
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be transmitted should be coruained in a
table. Ln that way, the program could form
the basis for a small sequencer.
A MIDI 'note' command consists of

three bytes. The first byte teils the instru-
ment that a note command follows, and
indicates on which channel the note is 10
be played. Here, we wish to use channel 1
(internal number 0), for which the byte
must have the value 090H. The hext byte
indicates the note proper, while the third
byte indicates the voJume at which it is to
be played (note that this requires a note to
be switched on and off!). Thus, every note
requires the interface to send three bytes,
of which first is always the same, hence,
need not be stored in the table. Yet, we
store a third byte to form a MLDI corn-
mand. This byte determines the time that
elapses be fore the next MIDI command is
sent. The table therefore has three bytes
(entries) for every MIDI command:

[Note, volume, duration]

The end of the table is marked by 'dura-
tion = 0'.
In the listing of the MIDI driver

(Fig. 48), the table starts at the label
NOTES. The individual table entries are
addressed in the usual way with the aid of
the DPTR. The operation of the main pro-
gram is simple to analyse by studying the
flowchart in Fig. 49.
Since the M1D1 operates at a speed of

NEW BOOKS
The book has a wealth of illustrations,

practical circuits, tables and overviews. It
is also remarkable for its easy-going style.
Unfortunately, some subjects arc only
covered superficially, although, admit-
tedly, this can hardly be a serious criti-
cism given the huge amount of
information presented, and the large
number of references to more detailed in-
forrnation.
Baylin Publications
24 River Gardens
Purley, Reading RG8 8BX
or
Baylin Publications
1905 Mariposa
Boulder, Colorado 80302
U,S,A,

KU-BAND SATELLITE TV - THEORY,
INSTALLATION AND REPAlR (4th Edition)
By Frank Baylin and Brent Gale
ISBN 0-917893-10-7
Price $30 or J:23
This book is covers lI-GHz (Ku-band)
satellite TV reception in virtually every

8051/8032 ASSEMBLER COURSE - 7

31.25 kBitJs, the baudrate elock is readily
obtained by dividing the 8051 internal
elock (I MHz) by 32. Since the serial in-
terface clock is always divided by 16 (in-
ternally in the 8051), Timerl must be
prograrnmed to divide by 2, while SMOD
must be set to '1'. This is done in lines 15
to 19 of our example prograni .. Next, the
contral word copied into SCON (line 20)
sets mode I, receiver switched on, TI= 1,
i.e., transmitter ernpry. Apart from the
baudrate setting, the mode selection pro-
cedure is identical to that used in
EMON51.
SNDMIDI is the MlDI transmit routine

proper. It transmits the character con-
tained in the accurnulator. First, it tests TI
(SCON bit I) to check if the previous
character is still being transmitred. If so, it
waits. If not, the 'transmirter empty' bit,
SeON.I, is cleared, and the transmission
of the current character (table entry) is
triggered by a write operation to SBUF.
Again, tbe transmit routine proper is
largely identical to that in EMON51.

Next time
Next month's final instalment of this
course will discuss the connection of a
liquid crystal display (LCD) and a key-
board to the SBC extension board.

o

detail. Remarkably, the authors are
Ainerican, while the use of the Ku band
for satellite TV is not nearly as wide-
spread in the USA as it is in Europe. None
the less, the coverage of the subjeci is out-
standing, and the authors have succeeded
in producing a manual with material that
is understandable: to anyone having a cu-
riosity but not' necessarily a technical
background. Indeed, this reviewer agrees
with them that there is 00 reason why lay-
men: should not be able to participate in
this exciting field in one way or another.
the particularly strong sections of the

book are 'component operation", 'installa-
tion' and 'troubleshooting and repair'.
Also, the coIiection of footprints of
European, Arnerican, Australian and
Japanese TV satellites in Appendix C is
invaluable for a quick estimate of what
can be received given your dish size and
location. Solid material - weIl worth
buyirig,
Baylin Publications
24 River Gardens
Purley, Reading RG8 8BX
or
Baylin Publications
1905 Mariposa
Boulder, Colorado 80302
U,S.A,



8051 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
This article describes an
inexpensive single board
computer based on the
popular 8051microcontroller,
plus a bit of assembly code to
get things going.

By Steve Sokolowski

NORMALLY, a riumber of [es having
features in common can be classified

as a 'family'. Devices such as the 87C541
and the 80C525 can be considered as part
of the 8051 family of microcontrollers from
Intel. Although internal ROM/RAM end
the added presence of EPROM are differ-
ent between individual chips. they have a
nurnber of common features. Figure 1 il-
lustrates the main blocks of the 8051 com-
puter family. Gur development board is
based on the easily obtainable HMOS
8051, of which the basic architecture, port
functions, programming, and many other
features are discussed in great detail in
Dur 8051/8032 Assembler Course, of which
part 7 appears elsewhere in this issue.

Circuit description
The circuit diagram of the 8051 SBC, Fig. 2,
shows that very few components are re-
quired to build a versatile development
system around the Intel controller. In fact,
the circuit is probably the absolute mini-
mum that you will need to start prograrn-
rning the device.
The 8051 clock oscillator is run at

11.0592 MHz to enable the serial interface
of the controller to transmit and receive at
any of the standard baud rates between
300 and 9600 bits s-'.
The address latch enable (ALE) signal is

used to separate the data bus signals from
the multiplexed data/address bus signals
on the ADO-AD7 pins of the 8051. The
latch used is a Type 74LS373 octal D-type
Flip flop with 3-state output buffers. When
the output enable (OE) pin is low, the
latched data appears at the outputs. When
OE is high, the outputs are in the high-im-
pedance 'off' state. The enabling pulses
are supplied by the 8051's ALE output.
These pulses effectively enable the
74LS373 to strip the low-order address bus
from the eight AD lines by turning on the
latches' eight 3-state buffer outputs at the
correct instant, thus allowing only the ad-
dressing information to be fed to the mem-
ory.
The external access enable (EA) input of

the 8051 (pin 31) is made permanently low

he re to enable the controller to fetch pro-
gram code from the external program
memory locations in the address range be-
tween OOOOHand OFFFH. Here, the pro-
gram code is stored in an EPROM, lC3.
The serial interface is formed by the

well-known MAX232 RS232 Ievel con-
verter, which is connected directly to the
serial input and output pins of the 8051.
The MAX232 has on-board positive and
negative step-up voltage converters that
obviate a syrnmetrical supply. The JC gen-

Frequency
Reference

Oscillator Two 16·8it
& ROMlEPROM RAM Timer/Event

Timing Counters

~ ~
~

CPU

iii 64K Byte Bus

F=> Programmable Programmable
Interrupts

Expansion Input/Output Serial PortControl

~

Interrupts Control Parallel Ports
Address Data Bus

and 110Pins

Serialln SerialOut

920102-tt

Fig.1. 8051 family microcontroller architecture.
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8051 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
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erates internal supply voltages that result
in a swing of 20 V (±IO V) on the RS232
outpur line.
A short length of inexpensive telephone

cord is used to connect the 8051 board to
the RS232 port on the Pe. At the board
side of the cable is a 4-way miniature
latching telephone cord plug. while a stan-
dard D25 sub-D ccnnector (female) is used
at the computer side (for pinning details
refer to the circuit diagram).

The power supply of the SBC is a etassie
one designed around the 7805. The rnains
transformer could be a small mains adap-
tor with a.c. output. Such and adaptor will
in many cases be eheaper (and in all cases,
safer to use!) than a discrete transformer.
The current demand on the adaptor will be
between 250 mA and 500 mA, depending
on the circuit fitted in the extension area
on the SBC board. In any ca se, the 7805
will run fairly hot, so it must be fitted with
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Fig.2. Circuit diagram of the 8051 single-board computer, lts power supply, and the serial interface connection to the PC.

a heat-sink.

Building the SBC
If you are interested in building the pre-
sent 8051 development system, you have
two options: (I) produce the PCB yourself
(using the artwork given in Fig. 3) and
purchasing the components from your
local stock ist, or (2) purchase a complete
kit from Suncoast Technologfes.



COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

The Iollowing few paragraphs are in-
tended for those of you who wish to as-
semble the 8051 SBC on a home brewed
printed circuit board. which will probably
not be plated through, contrary to the one
supplied by Suncoast Technologres. Since
a fair number of peB through connections
Is required, it is best to use Molex clip-type
connectors for the Ie sockets. These clips
can be placed in the holes provided for the
IC pins, and soldered at both sides of the
board before they are removed frorn their
rnetal carrier. The resu1ting pin strips then
form an Ie socket. Ta reduce cost, you
may want to use Molex connector strips
for the EPROM socket only. and solder the
8051, the 74LS373 and the MAX232 direct
on to the board, making sure that all pins
are soldered at both sides of the board.
Capacitors C4 and Ca are electrolytic

types and require proper placement on the
board. Mis-insertion of these polarity sen-
sitive components can spetl disaster for
the part, so take care while fitfing them.
The RJ-ll telephone jack was designed

in such a way that it can be inserted on the
board in only one way. Carefully Une up
the four 'pig-tail' terminals with their cor-
responding holes. When lined up, care-
fuHy press the jack on to the board until its
rnounting chps protrude on the opposite
side of the board. Solder the four contacts
at the solder side of the board. Finally, fit
the crystal and the two ceramic capacitors.
Note that the SBChas a large prototyp-

ing area. To help elerninate the need for

COMPONENTS LIST

Capacilors:
2 33pF l6V disc ceramic Cl ;C2
1 2fiF2 16V radial C3
3 10fiF 16V radial C4;C5;C7
2 4fiF7 16V radial C6;C8
1 470fiF 35V radial C9
1 100fiF 16V radial Cl0

Semiconductors:
4 lN4001
1 8051 or 8031
1 74LS373
1 2764 EPROM
1 MAX232
1 7805

01-04
ICl
IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5

Mlscellaneous:
1 12Va.c. mainsadaptor Trl
1 11.0592MHzquartz

crystal XTAL
25-pin female sub-D
connectorwith hood Pl

1 4-conductortelephone
line cord with clip (approx.6 ft.)

1 RJ-ll PCBmounttelephonejack
1 TO-220 heat-sink
28 Molex connectorpin or
1 28-pin IC socket (see text)
1 Printedcircuit board

(SuncoastTechnologies)

extra wiring of the voltage buses, the
board also contains a common ground and
positive supply bus etched in. lt Is this
area where the required interfacing com-

ponents for future projects can be
mounted. The power supply may also be
hand wired in this section.
Inspect the completed board for solder
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Fig.3a. Component side and solder side track layout of the PCS.
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splashes, dry joints and sold er bndges.
When all is to YOUf satisfaction, the 5-volt
power supply can be connected to the
board.

Testing the SBC
Shown in Pig. 4 is a test program in assem-
bly language. When programmed into a
2764 EPROM, TEST.ASM will determine il
a11address and da ta lines are wired cor-
rect1y. It also checks the serial eable to the
pe, and the wiring 01 the MAX232.
TEST.ASM uses the serial output fea-

ture (CHR~OUT) of the 8051 to print any
charaeter on the computer screen. It also
allows keyboard input (CHR~IN) to be
echoed to the screen. Both CHR_IN and
CHR_OUT check out the operation of the
MAX232 chip. If either feature does not
werk, double check the wiring of IC4 and
that of the interface cable assembly (which
also includes the Rj-Ll telephone jack).
TEST.ASM was written to be assembled

into machine code with the A51 assembler
(version 1.4 or earlier), an inexpensive
program that can be purchased from just
about any shareware distributor. Once as-
sembled, TEST.ASM is eonverted into a se-
ries of hexadecimal numbers (TEST.HEX).
Although converted, TEST.HEX can not be
loaded into an EPROM just like that.
Further eonversion is neeessary, and for
this HEXBIN.COM is proposed.
HEXBIN.COM takes the hexadecimal for-
mat of TEST.HEX, and transforms it into a

8051 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

X!XXX!!!!!!!!!!XXX!!!X!X!!XX!!!!!!X!I
0-0 SII"IQbo ßOjIrQ Cq!'lpv';er .j'jppal 070691 Re" Me"= "I/RS-232-----------------

8OS1 SBC Test Progralll
by: SuncQilst TechnologH!S
S~ring tlill, Florida

Progralll set tQ 1200 Bauds

mrt:
"".ORG
ecv

"'"<c.."

ES(,tI' 18
a-cccc
A,,IIH'40
S~,A

•PSII,'\
INIlUlIlE SEJUAl PO~T

."."~,
SETB

SCON,MH'52
TI'IOO._W2Q
Ttll,'tI'E8
rat

PRINT GMEETiNGS

MENU: LCALl

."."."."."
LOOP~ 1: LCALL

ea."."LCALL
CJNE

."

XSTfHHG
"\n\r"
"80S1 Single Board"
"COIIpUter test Progralll"
"\r\n\n"
ES<
XSTRING
"Hit a kty - I wiLL echo"
"the character \n\n\r"
ssc
(tiR IN
A,#ii'13,lOOP 2

ESC -

LCALL XSTRHlG
ee "\n\r"

." asc
UM? lOOP _2

'PRINT' PROGRAI'I

XSTI11NG: '" oe"
'" '"SRT_': '" •ecvc A,aA~OPTll

STR_2: m, lI,-

'" H

"" SBUF ,.I.

'"' OHR
,CO •"''' A,OlA+DPTR
UNE A,FESC,STR_2

"''' .1.,111

"" "A+DPTR

SH!lAl '"
eHR_IN: m, RI,·

'" "~, .1., SBUF

'"' A,~H'1f
A(ALL eHR_OUT
on

eHR_OUT: m, TI,*

'" H

"'" SBUF ,.I.
eer

.END

920102·13

Fig.4. An assembly language program to test your new 8051 single board computer.

binary file (TEST.BIN), which is pro-
grammed into the 2764 EPROM.
Onee programmed, carefu11y insert the

EPROM into its JC3 location on the board.
With YOUf PC running your favourite
eommunieation program (QMODEM, rc
TALK, Procorrun, etc.) at 1200 baud, take
the mains adapror and plug it in. Within
an instant the SBC will display the follcw-
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Fig. 3b. Component mounting plan.
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ing:

8051 Single Board Computer Test Prograrn
Hit a key - Iwill echo the character

Now, just for hU1, type "Helle there" on
the PC keyboard, then press the ENTER or
RETURN key. The keyboard input will be
echoed and printed on the next line. When
the 25th line is reached, alt text is sero lied
up by Olle line.
If you wish to start programming to

8051 single board computer, I suggest you
obtain the collection of 'start up' programs
contained on a floppy disk supplied by
Suncoast Technologfes. This 5X1-inch
MSDOS floppy disk (3lHnch not avail-
able) contains the following eonversion
tools that can be run on any fBM PC or
compatible running under DOS 2.11 er
lugher.
- simple cornmunication program
- program editor
- A51 program assembler
- D51 program disassembler
- hex-to-binary conversion program
- 8051 test program in .ASM and .BIN

Final thoughts
TEST.ASM is not a very elaborate pro-
gram, and was not meant to be. It is in-
c1uded here so that you can quickly and
eastly determine that YOUf 8051 SBC is
functioning. As the programming of the
8051 chip becomes easier, you will no
doubt start to come up with your own
state-of-the-art programs. •

Priee and erdering information relevant to
the 8051 single board computer and the as-
sociated software is available from
Suncoast Technologies, P.O. Box 5835,
Spring Hill, Florid. FL 34606, U.S.A.



COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

The following few paragraphs are in-
tended for those of you who wish to as-
semble the 8051 SBC on ahorne brewed
printed circuit board, which will probably
not be plated through, contrary to the one
supplied by Suncoast Technologies. Since
a fair number of PCB through connections
is required, it is best to use Molex clip-type
connectors for the IC sockets. These clips
can be placed in the holes provided for the
IC pins, and soldered at both sides of the
board before they are removed from their
metal carrier. The resulting pin strips then
form an IC socket. To reduce cost, you
may want to use Molex connector strips
for the EPROM socket only, and solder the
8051, the 74LS373 and the MAX232 direct
on to the board, making sure that all pins
are soldered at both sides of the board.
Capacitors C4 and Cs are electrolytic

types and require proper placement on the
board. Mis-insertion of these polarity sen-
sitive components can spell disaster for
the part, so take care while fitting them.
The Rl-l l telephone jack was designed

in such a way that it can be inserted on the
board in only one way.Carefully line up
the four 'pig-tail' terminals with their cor-
responding holes. When lined up. care-
fully press the jack on to the board until its
mounting clips protrude on the opposite
side of the board. Solder the four contacts
at the solder side of the board. Finally, fit
the crystal and the two ceramic capacitors.
Note that the SBC has a large prototyp-

ing area. To help eleminate the need for

C3
§~;C5;§Y,
C6;C8 t

C9
G1'O

~~emi·Eondu~~ors:~1~
'4 1N4001' ')
1 8051 or 8031
i!~ 74LS373'
1 2764 EPROM

MAX232
7805

-D4
IC1
102
IC3
IC4
IC5

Miscellaneous:
12V a.c. mains adaptor Tr1
11.0592MHz quartz
crystal XTAL
25-pin female sub-D
cohnector with hood P1
4-conductor telephone
line cord .withclip (approx. 6 ft.)
.RJ-11 PCB mount telephone jack
TO-220 heat-sink
Molex connector pin or
28-pin IC socket (see text)
Printed circuit board .
(Suncoa~t Technologies)

1
.1

extra wiring of the voltage buses, the
board also contains a common ground and
positive supply bus etched in. It is this
area where the required interfacing com-

ponents for future projects can be
mounted. The power supply may also be
hand wired in this section.
Inspect the completed board for solder
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Fig.3a. Component side and solder side track layout of the PCB.
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Fig. 25. Manual control: connections of the
three switches to the mini-OIN plug inserted
into the 12Ccontrol input.

with two to four projectors, where the
slides are distributed over the projectors.
Switch 56 serves to set the dissolve (fade
out/fade in) time. Pressing it once causes a
LEDbar to appear on all four lamp indica-
tors. The LED bar indication is propor-
tional to the dissolve time. The 'fcrward'
and 'reverse' button then serve to increase
and decrease the dissolve time respec-
tively, in steps of one second. The LED bar
will change accordingly. Pressing S4 again
takes you back to the projector eontrol
mode.
Provision has been made for the projec-

tor illumination areas (cn the screen) to be
matched. All four prcjectors light when
the 'forward' or 'reverse' button is pressed
when the unit is switched on. This allows
you to position the projectors such that
their light beams overlap exactly on the
screen. This mode Is left by pressing the
'forward' or 'reverse' button aga in, where-
upon the system can be used as described
above.

DIGITAL AUmOlVlSUAL SYSTEM - 2

Fig. 26. The side panel of the Aetex enclosure has holes for the mains adaptor plug, the
switches and the potentiometer.

The case

If everything works to your satisfaction,
the dissolve unit may be fitted into its en-
closure. Self-adhesive foils are available
for the front as weil as the rear panel of the
Retex enclosure. The rear panel layout Is
shown reduced in Fig. 21. These foils grve
the unit a professional and attractive fin-
ish. There is one point to note about the
rear panel and the rear panel foil: in some
cases, the hole for the mini-DIN plug may
have to be made larger than indicated by
the drilling template. This is necessary be-
cause the plug body has to touch the
socket to make proper contact.

The right-hand side panel of the Retex
case is driIIed and filed to allow 51, 52, S3
and PI to be opera ted. Also note the hole
required to insert the mains adaptor plug
(see Fig. 26). The voltage regulator is
bolted on to the rear panel. lf you use an-
other enclosure than the one we recorn-
mend, remember that the metal part of
TC16 and the sides of the 12Cplugs are con-
nected to ground. To prevent a short cir-
cuit with the alternating voItage, the
mains adaptor input socket must be an in-
sulated type if it is fitted on the same panel
as the regulator. 0

8751 Emulator
March 1992, p. 53.
(Corrections; component infcrmation)
While in emulation mode, the regtster eon-
tents are displayed with an offset of one
vertical Iine from the associated register
designations. This error occurs on early re-
leases of the system software, item ES5
1741, and is caused by one superfluous
'spece' charaeter in the DEV.EXEprogram.
This 'space' (20H) should be changed into
a 'line feed' (OAH). First, make a backup
copy of your original diskette. Next, use a
hex editor to change the byte at address
offset DEODH from 20H into OAH. Using
the hex editor of PCTooIs V6, for instance,
this byte is found in relative sector 111
(decimall), at offset ODH.
Pins 52, 53 and 54 of the SC80C451

must be connected to ground to give
proper access to (simulated) Port O.For no
apparent reason, this is not indicated in
the Signetics datasheets. Port 0 is actually
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COf:lRECTIONS
AND

UPDATES

simulated by Port 6 of the SC80C451. For
further inforrnation on this compatibility
problern with generic 8051 assembler files,
consult the SC80C451 (Signencs) or
8xC451 (Intel) datasheets.
In addition to your local 5ignetics

(Philips Semiconductors) distributors, two
suggested suppliers of the controller Type
SC80C45ICCN64 OIe:

(1) Macro Marketing Ltd., Burnham
Lane, Slough SLl 6LN. Telephone (0628)
604383.
(2) C-I Electronics, P.D. Box 22089, 6360

AB Nuth, Holland. Fax: +31 45241877.

GAL programmer
May 1992, p. 55.
(Update)
The transistors Type BC369 in positions T6
and T7 are apparently difficult to obtain,
and may be replaced by BC640s.
The most recent version of the software

is V. 6.53dt, June 1992. The README file
contains an update note on problems with
the programming of certain GAL makes,
as weil as a suggestion to make GALs with
a damaged electronic signature (type iden-
tifier) useable again.

8051 Single board
computer
Oe tob er 1992. p. 40.
(Update)
Since the publieation of this arttele. we
have been advised that the telephone
number of Suncoast Technologies is +1
(904)596-7599.



RDS DEMODULATOR WITH
INTEGRATED FILTER

The RDS (Radio Data System) demodulator described in the May 1989 issue
is based on the SAF7579T, and has an external 4-section 57-kHz bandpass
filter ahead of it that is not easy to adjust. A follow-up type of the SAF7559T,
the SAA6579T, has an on-chip pre-aligned RDS filter, wh ich eliminates any

adjustment.

BOTH the 'old' (Ref. 1) and the 'new'
RDS demodulator are connected to a

dedicated 80C32-based controller board
(Ref. 2). The combination of the RDS de-
modulator and the controller board forms
a stand-alorte RDS decoder.
The SAF7579T requires an externaI

band pass filter to extract the RDS data-
stream from the base band spectrum trans-
mitted by the FM radio station the receiver
is tuned to. Unfortunately, this filter is dif-
fieult to adjust because of the small band-
width (approx. 5 kl-iz). Also, it adds to the
total cost of the decoder I and takes up
board space, wh ich are important consid-
erations in mass production (car radios').
Philips Components, the manufacturer of
the SAF7579T, have, therefore, worked on
an improved version of this RDS demodu-
lator le, and added an on-chip band filter

Design by G. Kleine

that obviates the need for an extern al fil-
ter, and, importantly. filter adjustment.
The follow-up type is designated
SAA6579T, and is available in a 16-pin
small outline SMA (surface mount assem-
bly) package.

Operation
The internal organization of the SAA6579T
is shown in Fig. 1. The multiplex signal
supplied by the FM receiver is first taken
through a second-order anti-aliasing filter.
The rnain function of this filter is to pre-
vent spurious products in the following
filter. which is based on switched capaci-
tors (SC Filter). Without the anti-aliasing
filter, the SC filter is prone to transform
certain components in the input frequency
spectrum into its pass-band (this effect is

"~
olon" I MUX 4

"" ,F
SCOUT 8

47pF i I82pF
•. 332J8.~ MHz 0 .s v

2_Hn 0.1 uF

f---R
OSC, oseo vcoc
ia " ta

15 T57

10 11

TEST '=, 920093·12

Fig.1. Block diagram 01 the SAA6579T RDS demodulator (courtesy Philips Components).

called 'abasing').
The 57-kHz SC band-pass filter is an 8th

order type with a bandwidth of about
3 kHz. It is followed by a reconstruction
filter that serves to smooth and clean the
output signal before it is fed to the SCOUT
pin of the JC Figure 2 shows the pass-
band characteristic of the integrated SC fil-
ter (MUX-to-SCOUT).
The filter output signal is coupled ca-

pacitively to the Input of a clocked com-
parater, which dtgtttzes the biphase
rnodulated 57-kHz signal. A so-ca lled
Costas loop recovers the suppressed 57-
kHz carrier from the biphase-coded datas-
tream. This recovered carrier provides a
central clock signal that is locked on to the
received RDS signal. lt is used to clock the
SC band-pass filter and the comparator,
and also to recover the RDS data clock,
RDCL.
The output signal of the Costas loop is

taken to abiphase decoder, which turns
the biphase-coded input signal into the
original ones and zeros modulated at the
transmitter side. Since these are still differ-
entially coded, the bi phase decoder is fol-
lowed by a difference decoder that
supplies the RDS data signal, RDDA.
A signal quality detector is imple-

mented on the chip. It indicates wh ether
the received RDS signal is valid
(QUAL=H), or invalid (QUAL=L) because
of interference or poor reception. The
QUAL signal may be used by the RDS de-
coder to check that the bits on the RDDA
line are error-free.
The central clock of the JC is provided

by a quartz crystal oscillator (OSCl;
OSCO). Depending on the level applied to
the MODE Input. the oscillator can work
with either of two quartz frequencies:
4.332 MHz or 8.664 MHz.

A practical circuit
The circuit diagram of the 'new' RDS de-
modulator is shown in Fig. 3. This wen-
derfully simple circuit can be used as a
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RDS DEMODULATOR WTTH INTEGRATED FILTER

,.
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Fig.2. Pass-band characteristic of the switched capacitor (SC) filter on board the SAA6579T.
The dB levels are relative to the signal level at the MUX input.

rcae
C3

5V +
100n

MPX- cl 5 tz 6 11

Cl Vdd A. Vdd 0 VSSA VSSD

Signal0---1 MUX m
(2:1mV) 330p SCOUT

rci QUAL

SAA6579T
C'" RODAtc
TEST

9
MODE "RCCL

V REF osc I osco
3 13

IC2d

.[8'

IC2 = 4050

I,

•
ROS
decoder

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the 'filterless' RDS demodulator. Hook up the FM tuner's MPX out-
put to the input of this circuit, and an BOC32 RDS controller board to connector K1 J and you
have an experimental ADS decoder.

replacement for the earlier SAF7579T-
based version, and is compatible with the
associated RDS controller board.
Comprising only a handful of compo-
nents, the SAA6579T-based demodulator
can handle input multiplex (MPX) signals
in the range frorn 1 mV to a couple of
volts. Capaeiter Cl couples the MPX stgnal
to the input filter contained in the
SAA6579T. The relatively small value 01
Cl suppresses the lower-frequency com-
ponents in the MPX signal because it
forms a high-pass filter in combination
with the Input impedance of the TC.
As described above. a capacitor (here,

C2) takes the SCOUT signal to the input of

the digital section contained in the
SAA6579T. Output signals T57, QUAL,
RDDA and RDCL reach the outside world
via a Type 4050 CMOS buffer and a 10-
way pes header, just as in the earlier de-
sign based on the SAF7579T.Only the AR!
(Autofahrer Rundfunk Information;
Meterists Broadcast Information) signal is
omitted (ARl is a traffic information ser-
vice broadcast along with RDS in
Cermeny). Hence, the relevant pin header
connection is taken to ground.
Apart from the components already

mentioned there are two supply decou-
pling capecitors. C3 and C4, and two small
capacitors. es and C6, that flank the quartz
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
1 2kfl2 Rl

Capacitors:
1 330pF
1 560pF
3 l00nF
1 2l1F2 l6V
1 47pF
1 82pF
1 l00I1F l6V

Cl
C2
C3;C7;C8
C4
C5
C6
C9

Semiconduclors:
1 SAA6579T
1 4050
1 78L05

ICl
IC2
IC3

Miscellaneous:
1 4.332MHz or 8.664MHz

quartz crystal (see text)
1O-way PCS pin header
Printed eireuit board

Xl
Kl

880209

crystal. A resistor, Rt. is connected in se-
ries with the OSCO output to minimize the
quartz dissipation, and improve the oscil-
lator stability. When an 8.664-MHz crystal
is used, the mode pin (pin 9) is tied to +5 V
instead of to ground.
A low-current 5-V regulator, Ie3, is pro-

vided to allow the circuit to be powered
from supplies with an output voltage be-
tween 7.5 V and about 30 V.
The circuit shown here can be con-

structed without problems on the printed
circuit board onginally designed for the
SAA7579T-ba5ed demodulator. The filter
components are, of course, not required in
that case. The track layout and component
mounting plan of this PCS (order code
880209)may be found in Ref. 1.

References:
1. "Radio Data System (RDS) demodula-
tor". Elektor Etectronics May 1989.
2. "Radio Data System (RDS) decoder".
Elektor Electronics February 1991.
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

AN ETERNAL ENIGMA:
THE APPLICABLE AND CONSTRUCTABLE FICTIONS OF ELECTRONICS

by M.C. Soper, MA

SOME methods used in electronics are based on models that can-
not, in fact, be the case. For example, currents flow continu-

ously and yet consist of the flow of objects: discrere objects, called
electrons. Waveforms are commonly denoted by dOll, yet, eiwr =
COSw! + jsin oir, where j is defined by j!=-I, which is not true for
any real number: j is imaginary.
Fictional models Iike this build the theory on which circuit calcu-

lations are based. These fictions are all mathematical and are used to
practical effect in calculations. Recently, fictional circuit elements
have also been used, like the nullor and the nullator. Other fictional
elements can be joined to the system for ease of circuit calculation;
for example, negative time de/ays and recursive components.

3f 71

•••
2, 4, 8,

920090-12

As another ex ampie,

Can we build it?
Evidently, theoretical use is made of circuit elements that either
cannot be made or cannot be manufactured at our present state of for any z
knowledge, but may become possible at some future time. We can
have physically difficult things to make or theoretically different
things to make: a theoretically difficult thing to make is a single,
infinitely fast, perfect active switch. A practically difficult thing to
make is aminute, large-value, passive inductor. Our fictional ele-
ments can:
(a) make a theoretical construction of a practicaUy difficult (or even
theoretically difficult) elements possible; and
(b) simplify complex calculations.

Why this option?
This approach may be preferred since diagrarnmatic rather than math-
ematical methods can be used; that is, a simple understanding of a
diagram regether with fairly basic computational skills can replace
very complex techniques in some cases. One more reason for pre-
ferring the use of fictitional elements is that new circuit elements of
a theoretical kind can be specified easily, whereas to describe them
in other ways may weil be lengthy. For example:

920090·13

We can also introduce another fictional topie: instead of tirne de-
lays, time incrernerus. Obviously, these cannot exist, because a sig-
nal would be output before it had been input, but

2,

9

O(t)

r--C:::Jf--I ·dt

't'
920090-14

920090-11
has this equation:

0(1) =A[/(t) + g{o(t-dl))).
Since these are equivalent,

2z +f=-J,
Assuming that A and g are reversible and linear:

A-l[O(t)]= 1(1) + gIO(l-dl)].
wherefis thought of Iike impedance, so that

f=-z,
Since this is true at any time,

A-l[O(t+dl)] = 1(I+dl) + g[O(I)1
Thus, recursively we have defined a negative impedance. The

recursion in this case is very simple. Note, however, that " g[O(l)] = -/(I+dll +A-l[O(t+dl)]
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:. 0(1) = g-I (kl [O(l+dl)] - I(t+dt)). [I]

This is a present output with respect to future events; .it may be
paradoxical, but it has been solved by Richard Feyrunan. Equation
[I] may beobtained from thiscircuit, where thefictional positive time
increment (pti) elements have been included.

.-1
~---1r,..-.f-et

O(t)

920090-15

At this stage, the circuit looks merely eccentric, but consider how
this type of transition may be used to reduce the complexity of cir-
cuits with active elements and delays in the feedback loop. Note
also that we can write:

O(l-dl) = g-lkl[O(l)]- 151/(1).

Releasing practical constraints
Consider

----..~ "
F1

F2

920090-16a

--~~~ " ~---------------
920090-16b

F1

L--r'-- __....(+.,
'----.JI----'-'2
920090-16c
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This can be simplified by introducing fictional ptis. The firsr step is
from Equation [I]; the second step is frorn tbe fact that

920090-39

and the third step is from standard and known properties of arnpli-
fiers in gfeedback loops. We have, therefore, this remarkable sim-
plification, which is easy to calculate:

.~--------.....-
920090-18

LetA =AI/(I+AIFfl);

then

0(1) = A (I(t) + j[O(t-dI)] + g[O(t+dl)]);

or,

Hl exp(sT) + H2 exp{-sT)

Transfer function Ao = I/[be.,Lae,T+(I/A)].
To check further the equivalence of Eq. [I], here is a negative

feedback form with linear amplifying and feedback elements:

Ort) = A lI(t)-f[O(l-dl)J)
= AI-f{l(l-dt)-j[0(t-2dl)J)
=AI;I:f[( -I )'I(t-rdt)],

which, if I is constant,

= I,AI,A1'(-I)'

= AI/CI +Aj).

If i= l,cos(2rr.ft), then, with B=f(feedback) and AB<I, we get

Ort) =AI,A1(-I)' cos(2rtft-2rr.frdt)

A2 Bcos[2 rr.f(t - dt)] + Acos2rift
A 2 B2 + 2ABcos(2rr.fdl) + I

Note that this can also be written without reference to time as the
equivalence of operators:

00 _ A[ABcos(2 rr.ji:lt)+ l]cos[2rr.fOJ+ A2 Bsin(2rr.fdt)sin[2 rr.fOJ
- 1 + 2ABcos( 2rr.fdt) + A 2 B2

Consider the reorganized equation:
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0(1) = 8-1 [1(1 + dr) + (-A-1 )0(1 +dt)]

= 8-1 I (-A -I 8-1)' cos[2 rrf(l + dt)(1 + r)]
8-lco;l.21<jl) + S-2 A-1cos[21<jU - dl)]
I + 2A 1 8 1cos(21<jdt) + A-28-2

A 28cos[21<f(1 - dl)] + Acos(2n jl)

1+ 2A8cos(21<{dl) + A282

As expected, the reorganized equation, which gives the present
output in terms of future inputs and outputs, is just as valid: this is
because the signal is one unvarying sille wave and thus conveys 110
information. None the less, all wave forms can be made out of sine 12
waves of a range of frequencies sumrned. Thus, this conclusion
holds in general. The main intuitive problem is indicated by the re-
sponse of a delayed negative feedback linear amplifier as shown.

920090-20

Our analogue for this is a positive feedback amplifier with a pti
of the same value, and the input passing through an input stage COIl-
sisting of a pti before the feedback sum junction is reached. This
will have the same response and diagram as above; but the problem
for the intuition is that olle would expect that a 'pulse-ro-corne'
would ereate an infinite series of pre-pulses, not an an infinite series
of post-pulses. The reason for this is that each of the post-pulses
eonsists ofthe superirnposed sine waves of appropriate frequeney and
phase. Beforethe stimulus pulsearrives, thesesinewaves cancel com-
pletely, but this eancellation is marred by the arrival of the stirnulus
pulse, which results in the chain of post-pulses nonnally seen.
From Fourier's Transform Theorem, linearity and the two iden-

tical sine wave formulae just shown, we know the outputs will be
identical to those illustrated in the spike diagram.
Many people will feel very uneasy abour inc1uding an impossi-

bility in a circuit diagram, since this is something that cannot possi-
bly be made. But, a perfect opamp can also not be made, yet it is
frequenctly used in circuits. The opamp characteristic is approached
closely, but never realized. In fact, we could argue that the utility of
any oparnp comes from the fact that the opamp cannot be made per-
feet, since we ensure in practiee that external components deter-
mine the characteristic ofthe deviee. That is, the idealization serves
a pedagogic and praetical purpose. Similarly, a negative impedance
is adependent objeet, only defined where larger positive impedances
exist, since the negative impedance would charge the power supply
from no source: another impossibility. However, the understanding
of oscillators was greatly facil itated by models using negative
impedance. Similarly, positive time increments can exist only where
there are normal time delays; they can be constructed by designing
some of the circuit to have less delay than the rest. The theoretical
utility remains however.

Fixed and passive components
Let us define a passive circuit recursive definition for aperfeet
diode; for any value of Z-see Fig.ll; and for an inverter, assuming
we have a voltage summing circuit-see Fig. 12.
We can use the equivalence in Fig. l3, so that

out+i n+.ttoutj+out +out=out

and

11

920090-22

j(in) = out.

In+F( outj+Zout=O,

so that

in..p(in)+2j(in)=0.

and

Equating the coefficients gives

which irnplies

920090-2\

voltage sumrning circuit

Thus •.ttx)=-x, and we have recursively defined an inverter.
Having defined an inverter, we can define a voltage-surn device

(where output, V=V1+V1at the inputs-see Fig. 14).
That is,

Mout, in), out]=out,

and
j(in, O)=-{)ut.

Thus, y=flj(y, x), y]

and -j(x, O)=y.

From this, the rulej(in, O)=-in can be deduced (see note at end).
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We may alsodefine an opamp-like device: by a similar strategem:

~
~

The usual opamp circuit:

---op

1 R1R2
920090-26

R1

-jL-P~_:Q-R_2
920090-27

has a gain of I. Therefore, we may describe the non-inverting mode
of a y opamp as the inverse of a potential divider (which takes 110

current and is unloaded from a low impedance source).
In a repeated potential di vider,

A

Q.
920090-28

let r=B/(A+B); the new voltage ratio will be Br'/(B+Ar'). When
A=B, the sequence

is obtained far this cascaded potential divider, The sequence is the
reciprocal of every other term of the Fibonacci series. The matrix
(un-augmented A-matrix)

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS OCTOßER 1992
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920090-24

~ ]=M

~R]= M2

~R]= M3
represents the situation. Note that the Olh rerrn of the series is

which is a matrix interesting in any case. It has the equivalent cir-
cuit

-- __ -I'R ·R

ccvs

·R

920090-29

The practical circuit would be

However, hefe we are concerned mainly with iterative schemes:

Any voltage divider can then be written

[~ ±XZ] [I Z]2
I 1/Z 0

But consider first the iterated voltage divider with equal arrns: let
SET be the set we have:

Mrf. SET,

and if

ME SET, MMrf. SET also.
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Let 23
+

1. Mo is a potential divider of this sort;
2. M.,MMo=M.

LV_[Jp :We then have the iterative scheme:

Thus, wecan characterize potential dividers by theextended scheme:

[
I Xl]o I = Xx, wherexisreal

""""13

I. Mrj SET;
2. ME SET c:> X,ME SET;
3. M.,MMo=M;
4. These are al1, the smallest set defines them.

circuit is a form of idempotent.
The question of whether these relations are definitive must be

checked and, in fact, the definition of a single diode can be used to
define these by the obvious method:

Hence, we have recursively defined a set of potential dividers,
Same types of act.ive circuit can be defined as the inverse of this
dass.
LetX;\1on=A be a potential divider; theA ~Iis a non-inverting opamp

of a cenain type. Thus, we can also recursively define opamp cir-
cuits: 920090-34

DI---.z--1T Hefe are same more facts-e-pris again:

Let --8- denate a pti with positive time incre-

ment of dt, and ~ a normal time delay. Then,

920090·31

whose matrix is:
920090·35

but a parallel connection is more fraught!

Thus, A-I is Mo·nXx·1 and

[F - F l]
Mü2n:::: 11+1 /J where Fn arethe Fibonaccseries.

-FI! / Z 0,-1
920090-35

is unstable, whereas

Mn211x:' = [F,'+lo .r -F./l
"

- xZF,/+! - F,jZ]
Fn-J +xF"

Let us choose specific values for x and see whattypes of circuit ernerge;
the result may be constructive of a new approach. A negative value
of x may be chosen to make {in zero or an zero, so that we can
choose either infinite mutual conductance or infinite current gain. If
we choose infinite curreru gain, we are close to the opamp charac-
teristic, choosing Z negative far this non-inverring case. The method
can also be used for other circuit elements, for example, the ideal
full rectifier obeys these rules-see below and Fig. 23. Clearly, the is, in some circumstances, not,

920090·36

920090-32
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The simple relation

F'

.5.

92009<>-37

can be used to simulate the effect of a postive time increment ele-
ment in feedback, since

A '=g-I and F'=A-I,

F ,5'

-dt

920090-38

The effect is very baffling LOunderstand for those waveforrns that
require an infinite number of Fourier components 1O synthesize
them, but straightforward for single frequencies. The advantage is
that a single frequency emerges with changed phase and can, there-
fore, be used to form a building block for any other wavefonn. •

Note. Consider the conditions

y=flf(y, x), y] andJ(x, O)=-y.

From syrnmetry it can easily be shown that

AN ETERNAL ENIGMA

Next consider

J(O, 0)=0 andJ(x, y)=j(y, x).

J(x, y)=x+y.

We then have -y=x and y=[(y+x)+y], which fit the two equa-
rions: thus,J(x, y)=x+y is one answer.

Now considerJ(x, y)=x+y+d(x, y) and let d(x, y)=ax+ay+bxy ap-
proximately for .r, y very small. Then,

d[x+y+d(x, y), y]~x -y --<I(x,y)

produces the result that 0=-1, so that -(cxy) -y +c(cxy2)=-cxy,
which is impossible because x, y, though smalI, can vary indepen-
dently of xy. The solution to this is that d(x, y)=O.
Thus,J(x, y)=x+y.
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When it comes to describing a 'simple'
pulse, or properties thereof, technical

literature is sprinkled with vague, mislead-
ing and ambiguous terms and definitions.
What, for instance, does 'positive edge' mean
when applied to a negative pulse? Is it the
'positive-going' edge, that is, in this case,
the last transition, often called the 'trailing
edge', or is it the first transition, often called
'Ieading edge'?
Why this confusion of terms and defini-

tions has arisen is not clear. Both the British
Standards Institution and the International
Electrotechnical Commission have laid down
agreed international terms and definitions.
which are incorporated in the adjacent draw-
ing. Further details may be obtained from
British Standard BS 5698: 1989 or rEC Stan-
dardrEC469-1: 1987. Thismagazine will con-
tinue using the standard tenns anddefinitions
applying to a pulse, although for aperiod
the coUoquiai terms will be added in brack-
ets where deemed necessary.
Note also that the term 'duty cycle' is not

used in connection with pulses; the correct
term for the ratio ofthe pulse duration (width)
to the pulse repetition period (pulse spacing)
of a periodic pulse train is 'duty factar' .
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USING THE MAR-X SERIESOF VERY

WIDEBAND MONOLITHIC
MICROWAVE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

(MMIC)
BUILDING YOUR OWN VLF TO MICROWAVE BROADBAND

AMPLIFIER
Very wideband amplifiers have a bandpass (frequency
response) of several hundred megahertz, or more, typically
ranging from sub-VLF to the low end of the microwave
spectrum. An example might be a range of 100 kHz to
1,000 MHz (i.e., 1 GHz), although somewhat narrower ranges
are more common. These circuits have a variety of practical
uses: receiver preamplifiers, signal generator output
amplifiers, buffer amplifiers in RF instrument circuits, cable
television line amplifiers, and many others in communications
and instrumentation. Unfortunately, as valuable as they are,
they were not found in many electronics hobbyist situations
until recently(1l. One of the reasons that very wideband
amplifiers are rarer than narrower band amplifier circuits is
that they are difficult to design and build. A daunting technical
task indeed.

By Joseph J. Carr

SEVERAL factors contribute to the dif-
ficulty of designing and building very

wideband arnplifiers. For example, there
are tao many stray capacitances and in-
ductances in a typical circuit layout, and
these form resonances that distort the fre-
quency response characteristic. There are
also circuit resistances that combine with
the capacitances to effectively form low-
pass filters that roll off the frequency re-
sponse at higher frequencies, sometimes
drastically, If the R-C phase shift of the
circuit resistances and capacitances is l80
degrees at a frequency where the amplifier
gain is ~I (and in very wideband circuits
that is likely), and the amplifier is an in-
verting type (producing an inherent 180
degree phase shift), then rhe total end-to-
end phase shift is 360 degrees - which is
one of the criteria für self-oscillation.
If you have ever tried to build a very

wideband amplifier, it was likely to be a
very frustrating experience. Until now,

Because of new, low-cost devices called
silicon monolithic microwave integrated
circuits (MMTCs), reportedly developed
in large part for the benefit of the cable
television industry, it is possible to design
and build amplifiers that cover the spec-
trum from near-DC to about 2,000 MHz,
and that use seven or fewer cornponents.
These devices offer gains of 13 to 30 dB
of gain (see Table I), and produce output
power levels up to 40 mW (+16 dßrn),
Noise figures range from 3.5 to 7 dß.
Although several manufacturers offer
products, those of Mini-Circuits (P.Ü.
Box 350166, Brooklyn, NY, 11235-0003,
USA) are the most easily obtained by
electronics hobbyists and amateur radio
operators, In this article we will examine
the low-cost MAR-x se ries of MM1C arn-
plifiers.

Drop-in amplifiers
Figure Ia shows the circuit symbol for the
MAR-x devices. Note that it is a very sim-
ple device. The only connections are RF

a

... 920089-11a

b - 11.68mm_...
4

0.51 mm
2...
920089 -Ilb

c

Fig. I. (a) MAR·x eireuit symbot; (b) MAR·x
device package; (c) MAR-x internal circuitry.

(1). Note, however, that an article called 'MMTCs revolutionize wideband RF amplifier design' was published in the January 1988 issue of Elektor Hectronics. This
introductory article was followed by a number of construction projects based on Avantek's MSA series of MMICs. (Tech. Ed.)
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Table 1. Device selection overview

Type number
MAR-l
MAR-2
MAR-3
MAR-4
MAR-6
MAR-7
MAR-8

Colour dot
brown
red
orange
yellow
whi!e
viole!
blue

Gain (500 MHz) [dB]
17.5
12.8
12.8
8.2
19
13.1
28

Max. freq.
1000 MHz
2000 MHz
2000 MHz
1000 MHz
2000 MHz
2000 MHz
1000 MHz

input, RF output and two ground connec-
tions. The use of dual grounds distributes
the grounding, reducing overall induc-
tance and thereby improving the ground
connection. Direct eurrent (d.c.) power is
applied to the outpur terminal through an
external network. But more of that
shortly.
The package for the MAR-x device is

shown in Fig. Ib. Although it is an JC, the
device looks very much like a small
UHF/microwave transistor package. The
body is made of plastic, and the leads are
wide metal strips (rather than wire) in
order to reduce the stray inductance that
narrower wire leads would exhibit. These
devices are srnall enough that handling
can be difficult; J found that hand forceps
('tweezers') were necessary to position
the device on a prototype printed circuit
board. A magnifying glass or jeweler's
eye loupe are not out of order for those
with poor close-in eyesight, A color dot,
and a beveled tip on one lead, are the keys
that identify pin no. I (which is the RF
input connection). When viewed from
above, pin numbering (1,2,3,4) proceeds
counter clockwise frorn the keyed pin.

Internal Circuitry
The MAR-x series of devices inherently
matches 50 ohm input and output imped-
ances without external impedance trans-
formation circuitry, making it an excellent
choice for general RF applications.
Figure Ic shows the internal circuitry for
the MAR-x devices. These devices are sil-
icon bipolar monolithic ICs in a two tran-
sistor Darlington amplifier configuration.
Because of the Darlington conneetion, the
MAR-x devices act like transistors with
very high gain. Because the transistors are
biased internal to the MAR-x package, the
overall gains are typically 13 to 33 dB,
depending on the device selected and op-
erating frequency. No external bias or
emitter bias resistors are needed, although
a collector load resistor to V+ is used.
The good match to 50 Q for both input

and output impedances (R) is due to the
cireuit configuration, and is approxi-
mately:

R= ~Rr RE (I)

If Rr is about 500 Q, and RE is about 5 Q,
the square root of their product is the de-
sired 50 Q.
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Basic circuit
The basic cireuit for a wideband amplifier
project based on the MAR-x device is
shown in Fig. 2. The RF IN and RF OUT
terminals are protected by DC blocking
capacitors CI and C2. For VLF and MW
applications, use 0.0 I-~ (lO-nF) disk ce-
ramie capacitors, and for HF through the
lower VHF (;> 100 MHz) use O.OOJ-~ (1-
nF) disk ceramic capacitors. Bur, if the
project must work weil into the high VHF
through low rnicrowave region
(> I00 MHz to 1000 MHz or so), then opt
for 0.001-~ (l-nF) 'chip' capacitors. Ir
there is no requirernent for lower frequen-
cies, chip capacitors in the 33 to 100 pF
range can be used.

R1 (Q)=(Y+)-Y
1

"j@'U"'
RFCl FB

'·"·"'1 ~
4 J C2RF Cl

QIo+-U--'j
MAR-X

Fig. 2. Generic MAR-x circuit.

The capacitors used for CI and C2
should be chip capacitors in all but the
lower frequency « I00 MHz) circuits.
Chip eapacitors can be a bit bothersorne to
use, but their use pays ever greater divi-
dends as operating frequency increases.
Capacitor C3 is used for two purposes.

It will prevent signals from AI from being
coupled to the d.c. power supply, and
from there to other circuits. It will also
prevent higher frequeney signals and
noise spikes from outside sources from af-
feeting the arnplifier circuit, In some
cases, a 0.00 I-~ (I-nF) chip capacitor is
used at C3, but for the most part a 0.0 I-~
(IO-nF) disk ceramic will suffice.
The other capacitor at the d.c. power

supply is a 1-~ tantalum electrolytic. It
serves to decouple low frequency signals,
and smooth out short duration fluctuations

USING MAR-x SERIES MMICS

a

FB
(optional)

C2 - RF

3920089~.

C2 RF

3 920089~.

c

FB
(optional)

C2 RF

>-4----I92~·

Fig. 3. Power supply schemes: (a) simple re-
sistor circuit; (b) zener-stabilized circuit; (c)
three-terminal 5-V volta ge regulator stabl-
lized.

in the DC supply voltage. Higher values
than I ~ may be required if the amplifier
is used in particularly noisy environments.
Direct eurrent is fed to the amplifier

through a current lirniting resistor (RI),
via the RF OUT terminal on the MAR-x
(lead no. 3). The maximum allowable d.c.
potential is +7.5 V for MAR-8, +5 V for
MAR-I through MAR-4, +4 V for MAR-
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7, and +3.5 V for MAR-6. If a minimum
voltage V+ power supply is used, e.g.
+5 V for MAR-I, make RI a 47 Q to 100
ohm resistor. Use only X-watt or Y2-watt
non-inductive resistors, such as the car-
bon composition or metai film types. The
use of higher V+ potentials (e.g. +9 to
+12 V) is necessary, use a higher value
non-inductive resistor for Rt. Ta deter-
mine tbe value of R I, decide on a current
level (1), and do an Ohm's law calcula-
lion: .

R, = (V± - V) (2)
1

where R is in ohrns. In most cases, a good
operating current level for the popular
MAR-I is about 15 mA (or 0.015 A).

An example: when a MAR-l circuit is
to be powered frorn +9- V transistor radio
battery, and a device current of 15 mA is
required, the theoretical value of R is
(9-5)/0.015 = 267 Q
In practice, a 270-ohm resistor is used.
An option al inductor, RFCl, is shown

in the circuit of Fig. 2. This inductor
serves two purposes. First, it improves the
decoupling isolation of the MAR-x output
from the OC power supply by blocking
RF signals. Second, it acts as a 'peaking
coil' to improve gain on the high fre-
quency end of the frequency response
curve. It does this latter job by adding its
inductive reactance (Xd to the resistance
of Rt to form a load impedance that in-
creases with frequency because XL :;;:::
2rrFL. Depending on application, suitable
values of inductance range from less than
0.5 }lH to about 100 }lH, depending on the
application and frequency range.
Sometimes, however, the coil forms the
total loadimpedance. In those cases, a de-
coupling capacitor is used at the junction
of RFCl and Ri.
Inductor coils are not without problems

in very wideband amplifiers because the
stray capacitances between the coil wind-
ings form unintended self-resonances
with the coil inductance. These reso-
nances can distort the frequency response
curve and may cause oscillations. A popu-
lar solution to this problem is to use a
small ferrite bead ('FB' in the inset to
Fig. 2). Tbe bead acts as a small-value RF

Fig. 4. Use of in-Hne 1-dB attenuators to stabilize input and output impedances.

choke. These beads have a small hole in
thern that fits nicety over the radial lead of
a X-wau resistor.
Alternative oe power schemes are

shown in Fig. 3. The circuit of Fig. 3a
splits the load resistance into two cornpo-
nents, Rt and R2. The value of Rt will
represent most of the required resistance,
with R2 typically being 33 to 100 Q. This
circuit, like the basic circuit, works weil
to V + voltages of 7 to 9 V, but is not rec-
ommended for V+ > 9 V.
Power feed schemes that work weil at

V+ voltages greater than 9 V are shown in
Figs. 3b and 3c. Both use voltage regula-
tion to stabilize the supply voltage to the
MAR-x device. In Fig. 3b, a 6.8-Y zener
d.iode holds the voltage applied to R I con-
stant, arid within acceptable range, despite
tluctua!ions in the source V+ potential.

Other MAR-x circuits
Thesimple circuit ofFig. 2 will work weil
in most cases, especially where the input
and output impedance are reasonably sta-
ble. But if the input source or output load
impedances vary, the amplifier may suffer
adegradation of performance, or show
some instability. One solution to the prob-
lem is to use resistive attenuator pads in
the input and output signal !ines.
Attenuators in an amplifier circuit? Yes,
that's right. A l-dB or 2-dB auenuator in
the input and output signal lines will
pseudo-stabilize the impedances seen by
the amp!ifier, but only marginally affects

the overall gain of the circuit. In vacuum
tube days, we called this type of technique
'swamping' .
Figure 4 shows the circuit of Fig. 2 re-

vised 10 retlect the use of simple resistive
attenuator pads in the input and output
lines. With resistor values of 6.2 Q for the
series element, and 910 Q for the two
shunt lines, the attenuation factor is I dB.
A 2-dB version uses 12 Q and 470 Q, re-
spectively. If l-dB attenuators are used,
the overall gain is the natural gain of the
MAR-x device less 2 dB (or 4 dB if 2-dB
attenuator pads are used). The resistors
used for these attenuator pads must be
non-inductive types, such as carbon corn-
position or metal film types. If the ampli-
fier is to be used at the higher end of its
range, chip resistors are preferable to or-
dinary axial lead resistors.
An alternative approach is to use man-

ufactured shielded RF 50-Q attenuator
pads. Another of Mini-Circuits products
are the AT-I and MAT-I l-dB artenua-
tors; they are suitable for the purpose, and
match the frequency range of most of the
MAR-x products. These low-cost devices
are similar except for size, and are in-
tended for mouuting on printed circuit
boards.
Keep in rnind that the use of attenua-

tors is not for free (TANSTAFL principle:
There Ain't No Such Thing As a Free
Lunch). The resistive attenuators reduce
the gain (as mentioned before), but also
increase the noise factor by an arnount set
by the loss factor of the attenuator pad.

A1

Fig. 5. (a) MAR-x amplifier with strip Une input and output circuits; (b) strip line detail.

b
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a

Is
RFC1

In Ion
ca K2

.RF

920089 - 16a

C IJF'1

DC1

t ht t
I

ground plane
(copper clad)

Fig.6. (a) Typical circuit diagram and (b) peB layout for a MAR-x amplifier; (c) a hole is cut into the printed circuit board to accommodate the

MAR-x body.

insulator board material
920089 - 16b

b

Bt1 9V

---I +}-------,

z.a mm

I1

920089 - 16a

Fig.7. Cascade MAR-8 amplifier.

For VHF, UHF and low-end rni-
crowave amplifiers it may be preferable to
use a printed circuit strip line transmission
line for the input and output eireuns.
Figure 5a shows such a circuit with input
(SLI) and output (SL2) strip lines, while
Fig. 5b shows detail of how these lines are
made. The eharaeteristie impedanee (20)
of the line is a function of the relative di-
electric constant of the printed circuit ma-

terial (Er)' the thickness of the material (T
in Fig. Sb), and the width (W in Fig. 5b) of
the strip line conductor. Common epoxy
G-1O printed cireuit boards (Er~4.8) are
usable to 1000 MHz and work weil 10
about 300 MHz. Above 300 MHz the
lasses increase significantly. PTFE woven
glass fiber printed eireuit board (Er~2.55)
operate to weil over 2,000 MHz, wh ich is
high er than the upper limit of the MAR-x
deviees. Widths required for 50 Q strip

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS OCTOBER t992

lines for various printed circuit board ma-
terials are shown in Table 2.
Figure 6b shows the eireuit layout of a

typical printed eireuit board for a MAR-x
wideband amplifier. The eireuit for the
layout is shown in Fig. 6a. The printed
eireuit board should be double clad, i.e.,
clad with copper on both top and bOI10m.
The strip lines at the input and output are
etehed from the cornponent side of the
printed circuit material, not the bottom
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side as is cornmon practice in lower fre-
quency projects. The reason for this ap-
proach is to reduce the inductance of the
leads to the MAR-x device.
Strip lines should not contain abrupt

discontinuities, Cf else parasitic lasses
will increase. It is comrnon practice to
taper the line over a shori distance from
the strip line to the width of the MAR-x
leads right at the body of the device.
Another tactic to keep stray lead induc-

tances to a minimurrt is to drill a small
hole in the printed circuit to hold the body
of the MAR-x (Fig. 6b). The diameter of
the MAR-x package is 0.085 inch (ap-
prox. 2.15 mm), and the hole should be
only slightly larger.
The capacitors in the input and output

circuit, as weIl as the decoupling capacitor
at the junction of RFCt and RI, are chip
capacitors. The break in the strip line 10
accommodate these capacitors should be
jusr wide enough to separate the ohmic
contacts at either end of the capacitor
body. For the l-nF (0.001 !JF) chip capac-
itors that T used in making a model in
preparation for this article, the insulated
center section between contacts on the ca-
pacitors averaged 0.09 inch (2.3 111m)as
measured on a vernier ealiper set.
It is essential to keep ground returns as

short as possible, especially when the am-
plifier operates at the higher end of its
range. If you opt to use the ground plane
cladding for the d.c. and signal return,
plated through holes are required between
the two sides of the board. These plated
through holes must be placed directly
below the ground leads of the MAR-x
package.

Multiple device circuits
The MAR-x devices ean be eonneeted in
cascade, parallel 01' push-pull. The cas-
eade eonnection inereases the overall gain
of the amplifier, while the parallel and
push-pull eonfigurations inerease the out-
put power available.
The simplest eascade scheme is to eon-

neet two stages such as Fig. 2 in series so
that the output capacitor of the first stage
becomes the input eapaeitor of the second
stage. Figure 7 shows a somewhat better
approach. This eircuit uses strip line
matehing sections at the inputs and out-
puts, and between stages. Table 3 gives
the dimensions of these lines for two dif-
ferent cases: Case-A is for a 100 10
500 MHz amplifier, and Case-B is for a
500102,000 MHz amplifier. In both cases
the MAR-8 device is used.
The parallel ca se is shown in Fig. 8.

MAR-x devices can be conneeted directly
in parallel to increase the output power
capacity of the amplifier. In the case of
Fig. 8, there are four MAR-x devices con-
nected in parallel. Other cornbinations are
also possible. I built a two-up version for
a signal generator output stage recently.
The outpur power in Fig. 8 will be four

Table 2. Values for 50·n .trip line (see Fig. Sb)

Material E, T W

G-10 epoxy ftberglass 4.8 0.062 in. 0.108 in.
1.58 mm 2.74 mm

PTFE wcven glass fiber 2.55 0.Q10 in. 0.025 in.
0.254 mm O.635mm

Table 3. Ca.cade amplilier design details (see Fig. 7)

Component Case-B

1240
69.811
470pF
1.5 pI'
7.5 pI'

69.t 11
69.111
68 pI'
2 pF
2pF

RI
R2
CI,C4
C2
C3

Capaeiters are chip type. Resistcrs arc, I% chip type,

WxL WxL
SLt o.r xo.i :e. 0.04 X Q. tin.

2.54 x 2.54 mrn 1.02 X 2.54 mm

SL2 0.1 X 0.05 in. 0.04 x 0.1 in.
2.54 nun x 1.27 mm 1.02 x 2.54 rmu

51.,3 0,1 x 0,2 in. 0.04 X 0.\ in.
2.54 x 5.08 mm 1.02 x 2.54 mm

5LA 0.1 xO.l in. 0.04 x 0.1 in.
2.54 x 2.54 mm 1.02 X 2.54 mm

SL5 0.05 x 0.2 in. 0.05 X0.'2 in.
}.27 x 5.08 mm 1.27 X 5.08 mm

Fig.8. Parallel combination increases output power fourfold for same gain, but cuts input
and output impedances by four.
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BALUN

r----{+ 12V

920089 - 19

Fig.9. Parallel push-pull amplifier.

tirnes the power available from a single
device.
Unfortunately, in the parallel amplifier

the input and output impedances are 00

longer 50 Q, but rather it is 50/n where 11

is the number of devices connected in par-
allel. In the case shown in Fig. 8, there are
four devices to the input and output im-
pedances are 50/4 01' 12.5 Q. An irnped-
anee matehing device must be used to

4-Megabyte printer butter

June 1992
Two points regarding this project.
(1) The input of the buffer is designed to
be Centronics cornpatible. Problems may
occur when this standard is not respected
by the computer or the software. A num-
ber of 'fast' PCs (in particular 386 and
486 based machines) appear to have
printer interfaces derived from the Epson
standard. These interfaces in general da
not wait for the ACKNOWLEDGE signal,
but instead process the BUSY signal.
Handshaking problems that may occur

between these pes and the printer buffer
rnay be solved by combining the BUSY
and ACKNOWLEDGE signals as shown
in the diagram opposite. The result of the
modification is that the printer buffer be-
haves like an Epson-cornpatible periph-
eral device.
(2) An updated version of the contral soft-
ware (in EPROM) is available that en-
ables I-Megabyte (I M x 8 and IM x 9)
SIP/SIM modules with three ICs to be
used in the printer buffer.
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trans form the lowered impedances to the
50 Q standard for RF systerns. Because
most irnpedance transformation devices
da not have the same wide bandwidth as
the MAR-x devices, there is an obvious
degradation of the bandwidth of the over-
all circuit.
The push-pull configuration is shown

in Fig. 9. In this circuit there are [WO

banks of two MAR-x devices each. The

CORRECTIONS

*1""----
IC17b

*oeelnl

910110·99

BUSY

USING MAR-x SERIES MMlCS

two banks are connected in push-puIl, so
this circuit is correctly called a push-pull
parallel amplifier. This circuit retains gain
and the increase in power level of the par-
allel connection, but improves the second
harmonie distortion that sorne parallel
configurations exhibit. Push-pull arnpli-
fiers inherently reduce even-order har-
mcnic distortion.
The input and outpur transformers (Tt

and T2) for the circuit of Fig. 9 are balun
(BALanced UNbalanced) types, and are
used to provide a 180-degree phase shift
of the signals for the two halves of the arn-
plifier. The balun transformers are typi-
cally wound on ferrite toroidal coil forrns
with #26 AWG or finer wire. Because the
balun transformers are limited in fre-
quency response, this circuit is typically
used in medium wave and shortwave ap-
plications. A common specification for
these transformers is to wind 6 or 7 bifilar
turns on a toroidal form, the turns made of
#28 AWG enameled wire wrapped to-
gether to form a twisted pair of about five
twists to the inch (= 2 twists per cm).
Suitable cores (and a catalog) are avail-
able from Amidon Associates (P.O. Box
956, Torrance, CA 90508, USA).

Conclusion
The MAR-x devices are an extremely
easy way to build RF arnplifiers from fre-
quencies near d.c. to the low microwave
region. They are easy to use, and weil be-
haved. Hobbyists will find them very con-
venient for a wide variety of applications.

•

Inductance-capacitance
meter

March 1992
Terminals 'A' and 'B' should be trans-
posed in the circuit diagram of the meter
circuit proper (Fig. 4 on page 32).

Milli-ohm measurement
adaptor
April 1992
To prevent its contacts buming out,
switch SI must not be opera ted when an
inductive componenl is connected to the
adaptor.
Contrary to wh ar is said under the heading
'Extensions', the reference inputs of the
DYM are connected to the pole of Sib and
ground, while the 'normal' DVM inputs
are connected to the resistor to be mea-
sured.
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ULTIMATE CHALLENGER
Ultimate Technology's Ultiboard and
Ulticap ~10\ <; ~
By David J. Silvester

ABOUT a year ago I reviewed the
Boardmaker2 software for the

drawing of sehemaues and PCB lay-
outs, This package does not allow the
schematic unit to produce ne!list infor-
mation that can be passed Oll to the
PCB drawing unit. Ultimate Challenger
system purports 10 overcome this prob-
lem and is the subject of this review.
The Ultimate Challenger consists of two
units: the schematic capture, Ulticap,
and the PCB drawing software,
U1tiboard.

The design cycle
Ta assess any electronics design package,
it is necessary to understand the idea of
the design cyele to appreciate the usability
of a piece of software to the electronics
engineer, Having the design idea on a
number of sheets of paper, the cornputer
aided design (CAD) paekage comes into
use.
Briefly, the schematic is drawn into the

computer, giving all of the information far
any device that may be needed. The wires
will then be drawn on to complete the
schematic. The schematic is captured, i.e.,
the schematie drawing along with all of
the package details are converted into a
form that the PCB layout software can un-
derstand. The paekage file and the netlist
file are ealled to provide all of the layout
shapes and connection details for the
PCB. The board is then laid out, and the
tracks drawn using whatever facilities
best suit the designer.
It is very rare that a board will not need

to be modified at some stage, and any
good computer aided design packagq
should have the necessary software so that
modifications to the PCB can be put back
into the scbematic. The details of these
changes need to be incJuded Oll the
schernatic, or the service engineer will
find it alrnost impossible to repair the
board. Thus, the design eycle runs from
scbematic through PCB to schernatic to
ensure continuity at all stages.

Cost
Ultimate Technology offer Ulticap and
Ultiboard at a combined priee of [395,
whieh compares weil with Boardmaker2
as it offers a schernatic capture as weil as
the PCB drawing set of software. It was

only later when I starred to fully investi-
gate the software that I realised that an au-
torouter was also available, so that the
Ultimate Challenger systern should be
compared to Boardrouter at f495, which it
undercuis in price, whilst offering better
faciliries.

System requirements
The minimum system requirements to use
the Challenger software are:
- IBM AT or compatible;
- 640 KBytes RAM;
- DOS 3.3 or higher;
- High density floppy disk drive;
- Hard disk; see later for available size
needed;
- EGA or VGA display.

My rnachine running Ulticap at 8 MHz ap-
pears quite acceptable to work with, and J
noticed no unreasonable delays in opera-
tion. Ultiboard will work with the same
system if you are willing to accept that the
hard disk will be running for a lot of the
time. However, it only requires an addi-
tional 50 KBytes to stop this happening.
It is not the purchaser of a new PC who

will run into problems, but the user with
an established PC system a few years old
wh ich may need upgrading.
Hard disk size depends on the arnount

of other software you want to keep on the
system. Fully loaded, Ulticap takes
7.7 megabytes of space, and Ulticap an
additional 3.3 megabytes, ignoring the
space needed for files that are created. In
operation, the combined software creates
a large nurnber of files, amounting to
300 KBytes in the test case, so with a
number of projects in use at one time you
need to have a lot of free hard disk space.

Software installation
Installation is very simple using the install
program. If you are loading both Ultieap
and Ultiboard, you must instaLl Ulticap
first, or some of the dri vers to enable the
";;chematic-to-PCB interface to work prop-
erly will be left out. There are a few selec-
tions to be made concerning the available
printers, plotters and displays after whieh
the contents of the disk sets (three for
Ulticap and two for Ultiboard) are un-
zipped and loaded on to the hard disk.

Initial inspection
Any idea that Challenger is a 'cut down'
package should be dispelled at once con-

A REVIEW
sidering the amount of disk space used. A
look at Ulticap reveals 27 libraries, cover-
ing all the logic types you are ever likely
to need, an excellent selection of micro-
processors, memories and discrcte devices
and the opamp library had 456 different
entries alone. The libraries include both
the new lEE style drawings and the older,
and for me more familiar, US style. To cut
down the hard disk space used, it is possi-
ble to get the Install program to load only
one type of style. The libraries for
Ultiboard are less extensive, but as a 16-
pin OlL symbol will cover a good per-
centage of the logic chips, it is not too
surprising. What has been cut for the
Challenger systern is the total number of
devices that can be used, amounting to
700 pins. In all other respeets Challenger
is identical to its bigger brothers.
A thick manual accompanies the disks,

as weil as a thinner tutorial manual. The
tutorial is easy 10 fallowand gives a good
basic grounding in the softwares capabil-
ities.

Using Ultimate for the
design cycle
Ulticap and Ulriboard are operated from a
main menu called Ultishell. From this, ir
is possible to set up the full systern, and to
use either of the main programs, or the in-
terface between thern.
The first thing ro enter for the storage

of the work is the file name to be used,
and this is called frorn Ultishell. What sur-
prised me was that the system jumps out
of the software to a very 'DOS-Iooking'
statement, rather than using the more fa-
miliar pick list with an option for a new
name. Having entered the name, the oper-
ation does return to Ultishell, and the
main program can be entered. What was
rnore interesting is that if Ulticap is en-
tered directly without a name, the pick list
appears as expected once the software has
loaded.
Challenger was first tried with the mi-

croprocessor schematic design which al-
lowed two bus structures. The drawing
screen uses the first press of the left
mouse button to eall up the pull down
menu system to the upper left hand side of
the screen. At the top, the 'MAIN' head-
ing is highlighted in red. On calling a sub-
menu, this is added to the red highlighted
area with further options below in blue.
This makes it easy to see just how far
down the menu tree you are at any time.
After laying the cornponent symbols of a
basic microprocessor systern, I started to
draw the bus. Laying the bus is simple as
Ulticap automatically puts in junctions
where they are needed. When laying out
the wires from the component to the bus,
the 'autowire' facility is areal gern. If you
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Early layout showing force vectors and histograms.

starr at AO for the address bus, when you
get near to the pin on the le the cursor
snaps to the pin and marks it with a cross.
Clicking the left mouse button starts the
wire. The mouse is moved to the bus line,
the left mouse button clicked and the wire
is automatically joined to the bus. Starting
the next wire, the label incremerus auto-
matically to AI. It is thus very easy and
quick LOwire up all of the bus structures.
The autowire also can be used for all the
other connections finding what it thinks is
the best placing für the wire. Wires can be
easily moved, provided they are not re-
quired to move across the position of a
symbol. lf you have a wire below, say, a
resistor symbol, it can not be rnoved to
above the resistor without removing it
completely and then drawing it again.
Other than this, Ulticap is easy to use,
much easier than Boardmaker, and very
much quicker.
A circuit based on discrete devices was

just as easy to place and route, and I feit
quite at horne using the software after a
very short time. It was necessary to make
an additional symbol, and this proved to
be easy if taken slowly, since the symbol
needs 10 have a11 of the information to
allow it to be transferred to the PCB lay-
out software. All of the pin numbers need
to tally, or the device on the PCB layout
will be incorrectly connected. Storing the
symbol design proved more difficult unti!
I discovered the way to start a new library.
The manual proved difficult to understand
in this area, for me at least.
The interface to the PCB software

takes place in three stages: (I) the annota-
tion of the schematic; (2) the conversion
to symbol and connection (rat's nest)
files; (3) entry into the Ultiboard software
itself. All rhis is done from the Ultishell
menu, but the screen seems to jump to
DOS type statements once more for a lot
of the operations. Other than this, every-
thing proceeds as expected.
In the Ultiboard system, the compo-

nents File and the rar's nest file are called
Oll. Ultiboard is very much a real time op-
erating program, so that the processor has
a lot of work to do for each movernent of a
component. The rat's nest has to be recal-
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culated so that the con-
nections displayed are
the shortest possible. In
the microprocessor
board, calling in the rat's
nest shows that Ultiboard
completely understands
the bus structure needed
for such a system - all
of the connections are
there. Thus, if you move
one of the memory chips,
the rat' s nest has to be re-
worked for both buses.
This results in a slowing
of the operation, and AT
type PCs will tend to

Output

Both Ultiboard and Ulticap can put out the
drawings to a variety of printing devices.
Of these, I tried the plotter options as l use
this more frequently than the dot rnatrix
printer option, and I do not have a laser
printer. The drawing file has to be con-
verted to a intermediate plotter file prior
to entering the rnain output program. In
the main plotter system, it is possible to
alter some of the set-up for the plotter ac-
tions, but not all of thern. To change the
main actions, you have to write a new
plotter file via a line editor (EDLIN). This
seems very awkward, 1 would rather have
just a menu to set up and then let the plot-

ter go from the new set
of directions. In fact,
even when I told the
plotter configuration to
outpur to COM I, it
would only outpur the
plotter data to the LPT I
port. To get the data out
of COM I, you have to
creare a file and then
outpur this in another
step. Why this complica-
tion is necessary I can
not understand - in this
respect Boardmaker is
better than Ultimate's
offering, being much
simpler to use,Close-up after tracking.

slow down, causing delays that the user
may find annoying, This is not a fault of
the software, but due to rhe Pe. Ultiboard
is really designed for the latest high-speed
386 machines rather than the old 286s.
The autorouter in Ultiboard also under-

stands bus structures, and is completely
capable of drawing the memory section's
bus tracks in a conventional manner. This
is much more than can be said for some
other autorouters that I have tried. In fact,
Ultiboard's autorouter does not finish at
the initial compleuon of the tracks for the
board. With the lest processor board, the
initial autorouteing gave 65 vias and a
fully routed board in 13 rninutes, and then
spent the next 30 minutes optimising the
board by reducing the vias to 42.
During manual routeing it is impossi-

ble to connect a track to a wrong pin, or to
pass too wide a track between two pins.
From what I can see, it is impossible to
draw the PCB incorrectly, provided the
original sehematre is correct. It is possible
to overcome the protection devices in the
case of reducing track lengths by swap-
ping gates in one chip. After saving the
PCB layout, the back annotation facility is
used to correct the schematic, What I did
find difficult was that Challenger does not
use the keyboard to short cut some of the
menu operations. To get from drawing a
track to moving a symbol takes six mouse
c1icks to get there.

Conclusions
From the experience I have of the soft-
ware, the Challenger package completely
closes the design cycle, and as such must
be regarded as low-cost professional soft-
ware, rat her than aimed at the amateur
market. I have found it easy to use for all
types of boards and capable of preventing
the silly mistakes that so often ruin a
board's design. The interface between
schematic and layout is simple consider-
ing the work that is has to do, but is essen-
tial to take great care over the schematic
symbol and the shape it calls up on the
PCB layout. Considered against
Boardrouter, Ultimate's Challenger wins
hands down on facilities and price, but
fails in the output section. I hope that
Ultimate will seriously consider sirnplify-
ing the output section, since I found it
frustrating to use. It is just too compli-
cated!
If you are going to buy PCB design

software, Challenger needs serious con-
sideration for the facilities it gives, pro-
vided you can put up with its method of
working. •

The Ultimate Challenger package is avai!-
able from UL TImate Technology UK
Ltd., 2 Bacchus House, Calleva Park,
Aldermaston, Berkshire RG7 4QW.
Telephone: (0734) 812030, Fax: (0734)
815323.



ABRIEF HISTORY OF THE VALVE
Like the age of steam to railway enthusiasts, for anyone interested in radio
and electronics there is the same nostalgia associated with the thermionic
valve. Its discovery heralded the beginning of the age of electronics, and it

enabled radio to make some major strides forwards.

SINCE then, the warm glow of their
heaters, the gentle aroma that rises

from them, and the hurn from the sets
which use them have genera red a feeling
of Iife in them. Unfortunately, the supe-
rior technical performance of transistors
and ICs sounded the death knell for
valves. Despite this, many valves are still
in use around the world today.

Howitbegan
Although the first valve was not made
until the beginning of this century, the
foundations für its discovery were laid
many years before. People like Ampere,
Faraday and Volta all played their part,
but olle of the first direct contributions
was made in 1873 by professor Guthrie.
Investigating effects associated with
eharged objects, he showed that a red hot
iron sphere which was negatively charged
and held in a vacuum, would become dis-
charged. He also found that the same did
not happen if the sphere was positively
charged.
The next major step forwards was

taken by Edison in 1883. At the time,
eleetrie light bulbs were in their infaney,
and had a comparatively short life. One 01'
the major problems was that the bulbs be-
ca me blackened. Initially, it was thought
that this was eaused by atoms of carbo»
from the element hitting the glass. As it
was known that the particles leaving the
element were negatively charged, experi-
ments were earried out to prevent thern
hitring the glass. One method whieh was
u-ied involved plaeing a seeond element
into the envelope. By plaeing a positive
charge on this new elernent, it would be
able to attract the partieles away from the
envelope, and prevem them hitring the
bulb.
ln doing this, Edison notieed that when

the seeond element was made positive rel-
ative LO the main element, a eurrent
flowed in the circuit. When the potentials
were reversed, he noticed that this did not
happen.
Edison was faseinated by the effect,

but surprisiugly he did not find a use for
it, although it became known as the
Edison effect. He demonstrated it to many
other leading scientific personalities in-

By Ian Poole, G3YWX
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baltery 920140-11

Fig. 1. A circuit using Fleming's oscillation valve.

c1uding Preece, a weil known British elec-
trieal engineer, and Ambrose Fleming, the
Professor of Electrical Engineering at
University College London. Despite this,
no developments were made for some
time.

More developments
Fleming was obviously fascinated by the
effect, and experimented with it from time
to time. In 1889, he had some bulbs rnade
up for him by the Ediswan Cornpany in
the UK, and using these he reproduced the
Edison effect. It was not until a few years
later that he observed that if an aJternating
eurrent of between 80 and 100 Hz was
passed through the bulb, it beeame recti-
fied. Finally, Fleming demonstrated rhis
effect to the Physieal Society in 1896.
One of the rnajor problems that ham-

pered any further developments was the
lack of understanding of what was eausing
the Edison effect. Matters were made
c1earer when Sir Joseph Thomson discov-
ered that atorns were made up from even
smaller partieles, whieh included nega-
tively eharged eleetrons.

A happy thought
Apart from being Professor of Eleetrieal
Engineering at University College Fig.2. An early triode.
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Fig.3 Oe Forest's 'Audion' in circuit as a leaky grid detector.

London, Fleming was also a consultant to
Marconi, who was pioneering wireless
communications. In fact, it was Fleming
who designed the transmitter to send the
first message ac ross the Atlantic. At this
time, the main lirnitation in wireless COI11-

rnunications was the lack of sensitivity of
the apparatus which actually received the
radio signals - both the eoherers and the
magneLicdetectors were very inefficient.

It was with this problem in mind that
Fleming was investigating methods of im-
proving receiver sensitivity. LnNovember
1904, he had what he ealled a 'sudden
very happy thought'. He wondered if the
Edison effeet eould be used to reetify
what he ealled 'feeble to and fro motions
of electricity from an aerial wire'.
Fleming instructed his assistant to set up
an experiment, and they were quiekly able
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to prove that the idea indeed worked.
Fleming ealled the idea his 'oscillat.ion

valve' (Fig. I) beeause it aeted in a similar
way to a valve in a pump which allows
gas or water to rnove in only one direc-
tion, He quickly paten ted the idea, as it
was clearly a major step forwards in wire-
less teehnology. Even though the diode
was still in its infancy, it was still a major
improvement over the coherers available
at the time.

Other devices
Whilst Fleming's oscillation valve was a
revolutionary idea, ir did not become
widely used. Valves were diffieult and ex-
pensive to make, and their heaters con-
surned large amounts of power that had 10
be supplied by expensive batteries.
Then, in 1906, some eheaper deviees

were discovered. In fact, two different
patents were filed, one by Ferdinand
Braun for a crystal detector using hy-
drated crystals of manganese oxide, and
the other by H. Dunwoody for a erystal
detector using carborundum, These crys-
tal devices were forerunners of the Car's
Whisker detectors which were used up
umil the mid I920s. Alihough they had a
number of limitations, they were much
eheaper than valves, and this guaranteed
their popularity.

Another electrode
Despite the sueeess of crystal deteetors,
others still looked towards improving
thermionic technology. One was a man
named de Forest who had beeil working
on various aspects of wireless, and saw
himself as an American rival to Marconi.
In his research, he made a number of
copies of Fleming's valve, and obtained
patents for so me modifications and im-
provements to it. He experimented with a
number of different configurations of
electrodes, and from the records it can be
seen that he took out patents for three-
eieetrode devices in 1905 and 1906.
However, it was not unti! 1907 that he
took out a patent for a triode with a fine
element between the eathode and the
anode. lt was this valve that he ealled his
'Audion' (a later version is shown in
Fig.2).

Siow road to success
lnitially, valves were not widely used.
They were expensive, and offered few ad-
vantages, partly because they were not
used to their full potential. In fact, tbe tri-
ode was only used as a leaky grid detector
(Fig. 3). The idea of using it to give am-
plifieation had not been eonsidered.
lt was not until 1911 that the valve was

used as an amplifier Of oscillator. After

Fig. 4. The famous 6L6 and 807 valves.
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this discovery, people were quick to try to
exploit it. De Forest built an amplifier
using three Audions, and demonstratcdit
to the telephone company AT&T.
Although the performance was poor, they
saw its potential, and 500n started LO build
repeaters using valves which they had im-
proved.
II was not until 1915 when an

American scientist named Langmuir dis-
covered that gases were not required in
the envelope, New, highly evacuated,
valves (known as 'hard valves') were
soon produced with much better perfor-
mance. In addition 10 basic improvements,
the full evacuation of the envelopes
brought a number 01' other improvements.
Filaments could now be coated to improve
their eleetron emission. Previously, any
coating would have been contaminated.
Filament temperatures could also be re-
duced, and this improved reliability as
weil as reducing the heater current con-
sumption.
The advantages of the new 'hard

valves' soon became apparent, and large
numbers were manufactured. One type
manufactured in France by the rnilitary
authorities under an engineer called Ferrie
was called the TM, of which over 100,000
were produced. An English development
of it, called the Type R triode, was equally
successful. After the first World War,
many of these valves came on to surplus
market, and were snapped up by enthusi-
astic amateurs.

More electrodes
One of the major difficulties using the
early triodes was to prevent them from 05-
cillating, especially when they were used
in high-frequency circuits of more than a
few hundred kilohertz. The problem was
caused chiefly by the inter-electrode ca-
pacitance between the anode and the grid.
Many attempts were made to try to over-
come this capacitance. In 1916, H.J.
Round produced a low-capacitance valve
known as the Type Y24. In it, the anode
lead was passed out of the gl ass envelope

Fig. 5. Three modern aü-qtass dual triodes.

through a top cap on the val ve, and not
through the base. This idea has been used
on many other radio frequency valves
right up to recent times, Whilst this solu-
tion was reasonably successful, and
Round managed to make his amplifier op-
erate weil for the day, it was by no means
the answer to the problern.
Many further atternpts were made to

reduce inter-electrode capacitance.
However, it was not until 1926 that the
complete solution was found with the in-
troduction of the tetrode. This used a sec-
ond grid called the screen grid. This was
placed between the normal control grid
and the anode. Its introduction reduced
the anode to control grid capacitance to
almost zero, and solved the problem of in-
stability,
Later, the tetrode itself was improved

in 1929 by the introduction of the pen-
tode. This valve had yet another grid
called the suppressor grid, which im-
proved the discontinuity in the character-
istic of the tetrode caused by electrons
bouncing off the anode when they hit it,

Heaters
Apart from making improvements in the
operation of valves by creating additional
grids, further improvements were made in
the heater arrangements. lt was discov-
ered that the cathode could be indirectly
heated, and this meant that the heaters
could be electrically isolated from the
cathode. This, in turn, had the advantage
that the heaters did not need to be pow-
ered by a battery (d.c.) supply. A major
improvement indeed, because it meant
that size of radios could be considerably
reduced, as could be their running costs.

Increase in use
During the 1930s, valve use increased
dramatically. Their use within domestic
radios grew, and in addition to this they
were used in a variety of applications
wirhin industry. By the late 1930s, many
thousands of different types of valve were
being manufactured, and there was a large
number of different manufacturers ap-
pearing both in the USA and in Europe.
Many of the valves introduced in this

period have long since disappeared from
common use. However, a few were very
successful, and remained in new designs
for a long time. One such valve was the
Type 6L6 used in many guitar amplifiers
until quite recently. In many ways, it was
quite revolutionary, being the first beam
tetrode. It used a new technique to over-
come the discontinuity in the characteris-
tic of the tetrode caused by electrons
bouncing off the anöde. Rather than using
a suppressor grid, it had a new arrange-
ment connected to the screen grid. This
valve became so popular that it was later
modified for RF applications by giving it
a top cap for the anode. This valve was

called the 807, and was widely used in
transmitters in the Second World War and
afterwards, The 6L6 and 807 are shown in
Fig.4.
Prior to the war, all valves had used

special metal or plastic bases attached to
the glass envelopes to hold the pins. After
the war, miniaturization and improve-
ments in manufacturing techniques en-
abled the pins to be mounted into the glass
envelope, By doing this, much smaller
valves were made (Fig. 5), and costs were
reduced.

The Fall
The heyday of the valve could not last for-
ever. The invention of the transistor in
1948 took a long time to affect the su-
premacy of the valve. However, in the
19608, when prices of transistors started
to fall, it became obvious that valves were
no longer the best option for many appli-
cations. Transistors and, later, les totally
overtook the use of valves in domestic ap-
pliances. Radios, televisions and many
other iterns which had previously used
valves all turned Losemiconductors.
Despite all this, therrnionic technology

still survives in a number of areas where
semiconductors have not been able to
compete. One of the most obvious is the
cathode ray tube (CRT) in televisions and
computer monitors. Although some semi-
conductor alternatives are slowly appear-
ing, they have not yet supplanted the
dominance of the CRT.
Another area where transistors have

not been able to compete is in high-power
transmitting applications. Today, valves
offer the only real solution for transmit-
ters producing a few tens of kilowatts or
more. As a result of this, many develop-
ments have been made in this area re-
cently.

Finale
Valves have been used now for nearly
100 years. Their contribution to electron-
ics has been enormaus. In fact, there is no
doubt that electronics would not be nearly
as advanced as it is today, had it not been
for the invention of Flerning's oscil1ation
valve, and all the subsequent develop-
ments. •

Gtass AI./dio magazine tearures the best vacuum tube de-
signs for audio reproduction-c-past and conremporary. The
new designs take advantage of improved compcnents and
controltechniques that make the end resuu far supererior to
anythlng possible during the eerty days of audio's rebirth
after World War lL Glass Audio. THE magazine for tube
lovers! Per further information, contact
Audio Amateur Publishing Greup, P.O. Box 576. Dept.
[92, Peterborough, NU 03458-0576, U.S.A. Phone (603)
924·9464, Fax (603) 924·9467.
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